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Copyright on anything which does not carry the writer's name belongs
to Adventure Probe. Copyright on all other items lies with the writer
as Adventure Probe does not pay for contributions.
Readers whose work is printed in the magazine continue to hold

"copyright on all material written by them, end are free to use it
elsewhere ... it still belongs to them.
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Grateful thanks to the following readers for sending in c
over the last month. Ria
Chris Banks. Neil Shipman, Bob Adams, Joy Birley, Perry Williams
Brian R. Pell. Joan Pancott, Mike Brallsford, Jim O'Keeffe Fai
Brunyee, Chris Conwell, Loi Oakes. John Kendal-Archer, £1 Lan L
Phillips. Sandra Sharkey, Mark Walker, Robert Shiriey Mar °
Porteous. Nic Rumsey. Tony Bevan, Emma Heggie, Alf Ba bdwin aFindlay, Don Macleod, Barbara Gibb, J. Wildey, The Grue. Pat
Winstanley and Barbara Bassingthwaighte, '

The lovely cover picture this month is by Alian Batchellor
Special thanks to all the readers who have sent
pictures for the cover of Frobe. They are
them all in the order in which they were
patient it vours hasn't appeared vet.

in all the beautifullovely and | intend to usereceived so
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please be.



x ex EDITORIAL xWolcoms to voi ti issue 7 of Adventure Frobe.
| am ge:ignted to say that | have ionads oi good news to tell vou about
this month. First of ail 3andra nas nad ner operation and is feelingbetter Tnan sne nas cone in vars. She nas astounded everyone. not least

amazing recovery. She 13 supposed to be reeling awful
but i 23 to T2101) you that ‘she 13 nat! Jur Sandra, true to
orm. apout and reeling fighting rat. She has asked me #0)

Thank cv much tor all your RooZ Wwisn2s and the hundreds of get
well ¢ ave sent ner and to tel: vou that, as soon as she can,she w1 Zs vou all. Well dene Sangra. | am so pieased that vou
have cor nit alt so well.

ongra to Alian Fhillips and his lovely new bride. Anita. On
venait of all tne readers | wish vou botn every happiness.
More good nsws! Congratulations to Jim and Hazel 0O'Keerfe on the birth of
Laura kuth. A lovely bouncing June baby and, if she takes after dad, a
ruture adventurer! Well done and very best wishes to you all.
My apologies to all for the mistake in the 'Getting You Started’ section
ot last month when | said that Double Agent had been piayed on Commodore.
This of course should have been ’'played on 3pectrum’. Double Agent isavalilapie for Spectrum only. One or two p=ople have pointed out that
tney were very reluctant to remove the centre pages of the June issue
with the guestionnaire and some either wrote out the questionnaire or
made photocopies of Ft Ii anyone would like to fill in the
questionnaire but is reluctant to remove the pages then please drop me a
line and I wili happily send them the questionnaire to fill in. A S.A.E.
would be very helprul if at all possible.
The otner guestionnaire by June Kowe is in this issue but the same
probiem should not arise as June would like the answers sent in on a
postcard. Both June and Paul Brunyee have worked very hard on these solet's give them as good a response as we possibly can.
The response to the Winter Wonderland competition has been a bit
disappointing (i know. Sandra. you did warn me’) but the entries 1 have
had have been very good. The winning entries will be in the next issue
tog=zther with some of the runners up. The readers who sent in the rude
ones will have to perspire for a month now wondering if tney are going to
be published as well!
There has aiso been a poor response to the special ofter’s from the
'Home-Grown' adventure advertisements in Frobe which has once again
saddened me. come on Commodore and Spectrum owners, lets give these
wonderful adventure writers the response they deserve. They are not out
to make a huge profit (the ridiculously low prices show that!) but itbreaks my heart to hear that Jack Lockerby will no longer be sellingadventures for Commodore because of the lack of response. or John Wilson
wondering ir he has wasted his time advertising his special offers and
sending in free adventures tor future competitions. The offers won't
iast Tor ever vou know. Come on, You just don't know what you are
missing!
Due to unrerseen circumstances John Barnsley has had to temporariiy call
a halt to his telephone helpline service but he will continue to offer
help toc anyone who writes to him. Flease note that 3Socothsayer is notaftected in any way and this is due entirely to the sudden ill health of
John's son wno is now in hospital. Fiease help John to keep the
telephone 1ree tor any emergency calls. Further information will be in
the next issue or Soothsaver but meanwhile | am sure you will join me in
wishing John's son a speedy recovery.
Well that's all from me for this month. See you all again next month.

Mandy
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FH REVIEWS HH
TRINITY = INFOCON

Avaitabie only for computers with at least 128+ memory and disk
Shop around for the best price

REVIEWER - THE GRUE played on Commodore 128K

in 19685 Brian Moriarty went toc Albuquerque for his summer vacation,
during which he visited the site of the first Atomic Eomb. A year
later Infocom released Trinity.
The game begins in London where you are a tourist on the last day oft

your $589 vacation. At tirst nothing seems out of the ordinary but
soon the sound of air raid sirens fil} the air, the City
threatened with the instant annihilation of an Hydrogen Bomb.
1f you are guick you will be abie to escape through a white door into
a magical and mysterious world.
As you start to explore this strange land you begin to notice
numerous gigantic toadstocls dotted around, also a large shacow
moving slowly across the landscape. As th tip of the shadow touches
a toadstool another white door appears and within each door another
twilight world in which every atomic explosion that has ever occurred
is inexplicably connected. Once you have gained control over this
shadow you will be able to keep the doors open whilst you venture
into each, fail to do so and you become irapped.
These white doors lead you from the Siberian Tundra to a Tropical
Island, from the depths of outer space to deep underground and
finally to the New Mexico desert, where you will arrive minutes
berore the most fateful experiment of all time. It will be your
destiny to stop the detonation of the World's first Atomic explosion,
code named Trinity.

is

Thie was the first puzzle orientated interactive Plus game trom
Intocom and they did nat let us down. Some of the puzzies require
considerable thought, others are fairly straight forward such as
through the Nagasaki Door, here all you need to do is take the spade
and let the little girl show you her prowess with a bit of origami.
Une of the most interesting places to visit first is & cottage, here
you will tind @ magpie which keeps shouting something about a lizard,
some milk, a bit of honey and garlic.......1t goes boooom!!!
lf you take note of what the magpie has said, then when you see the
cauldron in the corner you should know that a magic potion is needed.
Also the Arboretum is another contrusing place at first, for after you
have climbed up one side and down the other, everything has totally
reversed, even your map will be back to front. This should provide
you with a clue on how to halt the progress of the shadow but it is
little bit weird the tirst time it happens.
You will soon learn in which direction is the last door but not being
a very good swimmer a boat is the best bet, There is much to dc in
the last scemaric such as negotiating the snake in & ranch house and
eavesdropping on 2 man wearing a pork pie hat as the countcown
comences.
[t is only now that | found out what the walkie talkie was 2

although bv trying to use it betore would have meant a lot of
backtracking. Frying to «© mk the tower 1c oisarm the bomb zis0
caused me some trcubie as | repeatedly kept getting caught in the
glare or the searchlight. These tor me 1ortunztely were only minor
setbacks, my MaIiCI ONe and perhaps the only thing i could fing... ta
criticise spout the game wae the wiring diagram ci the bomb.

lt seemed pretty simple ac to whicn wire | should cut but evervtime |

cut the wrong ONE, The reason tor this was a circuit breaker which
when opened tor the firet tin @ charges the wiring diagram. i ha

it bercre climbing down the tower, not
5
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read the diagram ano dropped -



thinking that | would need it again,
the detonation | had to restore. My last resto
dropping the diagram and this made it difficult
problem. I could not see why this sort or rand
introduced into the adventure.
The descriptive text is a
favourite Infocom games is the way Brian
blended tact and fiction,
game | realise how well the fantasy is based
ranch house, a tropical island etc? Well they
in events leading up to the day Trinity went Ba

joy to read but what
Moria

rantasy and realism.
o

In Trinity there are oniy 36 takable objects
locations. In Infocom adventures you will
responses, some easily, others you will have
Trinity the Bird Woman found at the begining of
with a few. It you experiment you soon realise
about most items in the game such as the Gnomon
The most unexpected response came when | asked
but don’t expect me to tell you what happened.
Other things to try that will give unusual
book in cottage more than once, call the
Roadrunner and eat the skink.

do

The packaging which is so important to Infocom
of The lllustrated Story of the Atomic Bomb.
book gives you the facts behind the fantasy an
soiving puzzles in the story. Also included is
sundial, a detailed map of the Trinity site and
folding a paper bird. Mine looked more like
Pterodactyl and a Yak, but who cares?!

Have you written an adventure game with the Gra
on Commodore 647 If so, then you’ll need to pr
and coding, won't you? The trouble is, there i

available on the Commodore version of Incentiv
Quill, so what can you do? Wouldn't it be good
written a program to print out your adventure’
Don Macleod had done just that! Break out the
in the GAC DATABASE PRINTER!!!

T
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HE GAC DATABASE PRINTER by Don Macleod (E

Reviewer - Christopher Hester

Not only does Don’s marvel lous
your GAC database, but you can
you've deleted, but which stay
game no longer needs to suffer from an impend
message when you didn't realise deleted words
precious memory you need for new words. After
coding, your game will have gone through a gre
you'll have altered many words. I took about
first GAC game, until | ran out of memory. |

due to my unused words remaining in the
amounts of bytes! At the time, |

ENTIRE text of my game, line by line using pen
several days as you can imagine! Then |

(t) line by line, so | knew that only the words
memory. Believe it or not, | found that where
berore, | now had 3100 bytes spare!!! in other

also remove
in the memory!

mem

so everytime |

often come across

responses

program allow you
those

then realised this
had no option but to write out

had to feed it all

railed to stop
red position was arter

ror me to locate my
om element had been

makes this one of my
rty nas successtully

The more | play this
n tact, why have
did play real
ngttlrrene

a
a part

and there are 120
amusing

to search for. In
the game will come up
that you can ask her

Ruby and Wabewalker.
her about ’'Trinity’
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copy
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cans of beer and load

ALL
that
your

to print out
nasty words

This means that
ing "Out Of Memory"
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few month's hard
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year to write my
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took
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words, the deleted
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and paper, which

6 words atill held in memory by the naughty GAC had claimed a whopping



S.1h ot wasted memory!
Now that memory can be reclaimed without having tc write out yourentire game - incredibly, all vou have to do is 10ad your databaseinto Don's program and select the "Examine Dictionary” option, from
where you can choose to remove the deleted words all in one go! Thie
option is simply invaluable to anyone who has written, or is writing
a GAC game! There is nothing to stop you returning to GAC and
experimenting with words, whatever their length, until you get theright one. Ther go back and reselect the Examine Dictionary option!!So you could try, for the first time, difterent words such ac
"amazing" and "amazingly" which before you knew to avoid, as each
word was fully stored by GAC. If you choose only "amazingly" tor
your game, why waste bytes with the deleted "amazing"? Not any more!
All the options in the GAC DATABASE PRINTER program are just likethose of GAC - upon loading the former, you'll see & menu trom where
the tirst letter of the word is all you need to press, so for Examine
Dictionary, simply press "E". What's more, you can choose to sendthe result to either the SCREEN. or both the SCREEN and PRINTER by
using key Fi. 1f you just want to print out your game's list of
Objects, just select the option using "0" and then you can choose the
objects you wish to print trom their number. So if you only want
objects Z4 to 33 printed out, just enter Zz4., <RETURN>, 33, «RETURN. ,and you're oft! If you want all the objects, just press <RETURN. onits own twice, and you'll get all the objects from number © to 25%.

You can, of course, also choose to print out your Adverbs, Verbs,
Nouns, etc. plus ail your lines of conditions and Room. Descriptionsjust like the objects! If you want to print out ALL your game, the
menu offers a Freset Order that it’!l work througn. Simply press "FP"
and you can sit back! Open another can of beer if you Pike, whilst
your printer reels off all your text in one go! However, it you reel
you'd rather have the Nouns first, or a totally different order
altogether, Don has kindly allowed vou to alter the menu order veryeasily indeed. You can ever save your new order and use i againlater! This is what | call a friendly program!

While you're at it, the Examine Dictionary option aisc enables you to
do something rather clever. It"11 provide you with a neat list of
how many times you've used each word, which can tell you several
things, for instance if you’ve used a word before, no matter where itappeared, or not. Also if you're worried that you might be using a
word too often, such as "pleasant". The program simply lists everyword used next to the number of times it appears in your game! So
now | know that in my completed GAC adventure, | used the word "the"
151 times, but the word "that" only 1& times! The list will alsotell you if & word is not used, in which case you can gc and deleteit safely!

I was glad to see such a userul and friendly program being released.Guite simply, it you have GAC on Commodore 64, you need this programtoo! I only wigh |'d had it betore when writing my game!

The progrm must zisc have impressed Incentive as they're planning tobundle 1t with tne tuture release cf GAC Flus. but don't walt untilthen, you really oc neeo this now - it's ACE! And if You fina You
agree, we:.l, you ain't seep nothin’ yet... just wait Pri you sesthe atmescheric soventure game Don's slso written!!! Move over,

I REDE OH: wu

availeole ror the (ommocoore Sd. Frice just
Cid Everton hRoad.lingwali.hoss-shire, Vis
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b Rod Pike's Horror Compilation - CRL - R.R.P. £24.95

AThis “collection of adventures all having a classic horror theme comes
courtesy of CRL, complete with a censor rating of '15'. The adventures
comprise: Dracula, the adventure released some time ago based upon the
works of Bram Stoker, Frankenstein, the Mary Shelley classic about a
doctor's dream to build a human body and give it life, and Wolfman,
which is not really attributable as a classic, but covers the widely
known affliction of lycanthropy. Those suffering from this disease
tend to acquire the characteristics and nature of a wolf, and a fairly
bloodthirsty one at that! )

The first adventure, Dracula, has been available for some time and so
will not be discussed. The remaining two, however, are relative
newcomers to the adventuring world and the following review covers
these two alone.

Wolfman.

You start this adventure in a sparsely furnished room shocked to £ind
blood covering your hands and, if you use strict verb-noun format,
your face. Furthermore, this blood is not your own! Outside the
building you are in, you discover a group of local villagers
surrounding the severely mutilated body of the mayor's daughter,
swearing revenge on her assailant. Even before leaving your shelter,
you must take the neccessary steps to allay the villagers' suspicions
that you are the culprit. If you are not thorough, the first of
possibly several meetings with a silver bullet will ensue.
once past the maddened gathering, you find your way to a river bank
where you see, reflected in the water, the image of the moon....
Hairs form and gums split apart in a most illustrative textual
sequence as you change form to become the Wolfman, complete with an
almost insatiable desire to kill. When in this Wolfman guise, you must
not kill any innocent people or the adventure will come to a sudden
and often grisly end.

You enter a maze soon after this flrst Wolfman trial, in which your
demise comes about through melancholy if you cannot find your way out.
Further travels take into a cave network where you engage a loathsome,
maggot infested abomination in a gruesome battle. This leads into the
end game sequence in the first part of this three part adventure.
Your goal, amidst all this mayhem, is to search for a cure to the
disease you are carrying. You discover that it was being researched in
a monastery some three hundred years ago. Perhaps a cure has been
found by now. This is your only hope!
The second part sees you taking the role of Nardia, a girl who must
befriend the dishevelled stranger she finds lurking on a path near to
her home. You have to strike up a rather original dlalogue with the
young man whereupon he accompanies you home where an intimate yet very
tasteful night follows. If you reach the morning intact {(!) you
reassume the role of the young man, by day a mild mannered traveller,
by moonlight, a vicious, blood seeking killer. After explaining your
problem with Nardia, you part company and both depart in search of the
cure.
8



Wolfman is a large, extrememly well written adventure which portrays
events and happenings in a most vivid, descriptive prose. An
additional feature of this adventure are the few digitised pictures
which appear, mostly at the death of a bystander, but also, for
example, as you part company with Nardla in part two. This particular
picture showed a different sensitivity to the majority and, together
with the text, described most clearly the two lovers parting. The
other pictures have a slightly more sinister aspect. They depict
several corpses in various poses highlighting ripped throats and other
bodily disfigurement.
The pictures are of a similar quality to those in Dracula, but occupy
about half a screen. The pixel definition is very clear but, at least
on the Spectrum, the colour combinations tend to detract from the full
effect. Some may consider the pictures to be unnecessary 'icing on the
cake' but as the adventure is in three parts, I consider that the
argument for 'less graphics and more text' is not fully justified.
The main problem with Wolfman must surely be the limited parser which
at times proved to be most frustrating. I was suprised to find that
Wolfman had been implemented on a vintage Quill system, and
consequently it inherits several limitations. A couple of spelling
errors and even a bug in part two shoulé not detract from this well
crafted adventure. The said bug concerns a door in part two which you
find is locked when you try to open it. However, you are able to
umlock it, even without having the key! This then cuts out a rather
convoluted process of acquiring the key in the correct way. Several
problems require inputs which are not at all obvious and could present
major stumbling blocks to the unwary, but with a little patience, I
found I was making slow but steady progress through it.

Frankenstein.

It had been four years ago when you, Doctor Victor Frankenstein, had
given the abomination you built life, and upon seeing it rise had fled
from it and allowed it to take itself wherever it would. You had all
but forgotten about the creation when a tragedy struck. You heard that
you sister had been brutally murdered and that a monstrous giant had
been witessed in this act of savagery. This rekindled an ambition
within you to seek out your creation, and destroy it.
You travel to your father's house in Switzerland from where your hunt
for the monster begins. You start this three part Quilled adventure in
a bedroom in your father's house, with a raging storm battering the
house outside.
As you are not always told possible exits from locations, and as you
guite often have to enter "LOOK AROUND" to receive a complete room
description, (why you are assumed to walk around with your eyes closedI'll never knowj, the roof will probably come crashing down on top of
you several times while you become accustomed to the adventure's
mechanics.

once  downstalrs you need to walt for your father te arrive and unlock
a door. Well, a passable problem perhaps, but not when you must sit in
a chair &tefore wa ! No sitting in chair - nc father! This is the
first example of thiz adventure actually is.



Nc help 1s avallable in part one and very few clues can be readilyascertained by examining the environment. In part two, as well asseveral messages being corrupted with odd letters, the help functioncauses the machine to crash, forcing a complete reload!
Once out of the house, you plunge into a forest maze which containsit's own timing routine which takes the form of a huge bear tracking
you down. The bear gradually gets nearer and nearer until either youdiscover how to evade it (not easy), or you join it for lunch! I ended
up lunching with the bear countless times as you are given very littletime in which to map the maze and find the way out.
As you progress through this adventure, the problems do not seem toease up at all. In fact, some of the situations you are faced with aredownright unfriendly, and most unforgiving! The descriptions of
locations, and, more so, the events are what holds the adventuretogether. The text is detailed with almost as much care and creativityas with Wolfman. Unfortunately, the atmosphere is let down with such
exchanges as: "You are carrying a bucket. EXAMINE BUCKET. You can't dothat".
The adventure contains no digitised pictures, at least I've not found
any and I've been killed off many times, and is presented in none toooriginal black text on a white background. The parser is also somewhatlimited - synonyms are not it's strongest point. In some situations,exact phrasing is required even though the content of the input mayform the correct solution.
Frankenstein, quite simply, lacks polish. It's a great idea, but not
enough care was taken with it.

Overall.
Atmosphere projcted by both adventures has been excellently crafted by
Rod Pike. The aging Quill system is now showing it's grey hairs and
should be retired - it does nothing to help the adventures. Uponloading either adventure, the displays are rather lacking in finessewhich is a slight disappointment after examining the large video stylebox which contains the two tapes and is covered in warnings about theexplicit graphics.
The controversial censoring of CRL's recent adventure offerings haveachieved what they set out to do. The extra publicity has surelyhelped sales of the adventures. This compilation has a '1l5' tagattached to it, meaning it is 'unsuitable for persons under 15 yearsof age'. True, the digitised pictures show guite violent scenesalthough the text is actually more explicit, but they are nothing incomparison with readily accessible television films, or even modern
day media coverage cf particular events.
Wolfman and Dracula are both enjoyable adventures, while Frankensteincould have been with better playtesting. If you already have Dracuis,it probably isn't wortrn you buying the entire compilation.

- Paul Brunyee - Spectrum.
pectrum, probably other 'popular' micros.Formate
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£
The Enchanted Cottage and Jack And The Beanstalk.

Jack Lockerby - £2.50.
This double adventure tape comes from the PAW of Jack Lockerby, a name
rapidly becoming synonymous with good value, quality adventures. As
Jack himself says, they are not neccessarily world beaters, but areadventures he hopes people will have a most enjoyable time playing.For those daring to support this homegrown concern, for your money you
get two 48k PAWed adventures (working out at £1.25 each!), written in
a friendly, text only format.

The Enchanted Cottage.
As an apprentice sorcerer, you are desparate to become a fully fledged
member of the sorcering fraternity and when she-who-must-be-obeyed
says enough is enough, you take the plunge with an eager anticipationand enter the Enchanted Cottage. Your mentor's parting words inform
you that if you manage to leave the Cottage, your dreams and ambitions
as a sorcerer will be fully realised, and an index linked pension will
be thrown in, to boot!
The exit from the Cottage is a door secured by three locks. Simplyretreive the three keys, insert them into the door in the correct
sequence, and you will emmerge triumphant.
You start in a single location with quite a gentle problem to coax the
aprehensive adventurer along. Three spinning discs appear (what do you
mean you got the sequence wrong!) and by jumping on each disc, you aretransported to one of three scenarios for further problem solving.Travelling between each of these sections is straightforward, and
indeed necessary , as objects found in one group of locations will
need to be manipulated in another.
As you may have deduced, the adventure is slightly tongue in cheek,
with vaguely surreal locations and events. The puzzles are the best
feature of this adventure and range from the 'it was spelt out for me'
to the 'never in a month of Sundays' in terms of difficutly. There is
a good spread of the easy to medium puzzles and, fortunately, only a
couple of the really devious type. Don't let the majority of the
problems lull you into thinking it is easy. I found that I was able to
progress fairly steadily through the adventure and only started
finding trickier problems around the 40-50% mark. A couple of hintslater and I was moving on once more.
As a sorcerer, magic plays an important role in the solving of several
puzzles. You start with your trusty spell book which contains the
wordings for several spells identified by a single keyword indicatingthelr purpose. But before casting any spell, you must find the correct
focus, in a similar manner to Level 9's Price of Magik.

The Enchanted Cottage is an enjoyable adventure and was written by an
author who can «clearly put the PAW to good use. This is the main
adventure on the tape and comes with:

Jack And The Beanstalk.
Are we sitting comfortably, then I'll begin. Things are in a pretty
bad shape at Jack's house. His tearful mother has no food and can't

1



afford to pay the rent and, well, threatened with eviction what can
Jack do but try and sell the cow at the nearby market. What's this?
The trader wants to swap the cow for some magic beans. He's a sly one.
Oh well, it's better than nothing, and that lantern seems a snipcosting only a penny. You might as well buy that while you are at the
market.

Mother wasn't pleased at all with the beans, she even slung them out
of the window and sent Jack to bed. Some thanks! Still, in the morningthe discovery of the glant beanstalk had caused mother to forget aboutJack's hapless haggling. Time for a little exploring Jack thought....
Heard this before? You probably have as this adventure is based uponthe well known childrens story of the same name. You play the part of
Jack and start in your house trying to comfort your mother in the
unfortunate situation you find yourselves in. Your aim is to move from
rags to riches and get rid of all your troubles in a classic fairytale ending.
As the tale will be familiar to most, the initial puzzles will present
no real problems - as long as you remember what Jack must do right atthe very end of the tale! You will soon be battling away with a
dragon, helping various Elves, and of course, avoiding the ubiquitousgiant.
This is rather an easy adventure with help and pointers strewn
throughout the . adventure. For example, you soon come across a dragonbarring your path with no obvious way around it. You also find acreature later on which, upon examining it, you find is particularlyuseful for dealing with dragons!
Both adventures contain an introductory screen which details the plot,and also Includes a list of some useful commands. RAMSAVE and RAMLOAD
are supported in both adventures and items exists in both adventures
which act as containers where you can deposit any number of items and
carry them around with you. Help is available, albeit indirectly, as
requesting such tells you to apply for a hints sheet by sending an SAE
to Jack Lockerby, or alternatively, to use the telephone number
provided. How's that for a helpful author! :

Contrary to Jacks usual practice of including hints within the
adventures, coded hints will now only be available through postal
means as just described. This decision was taken, I'm assured, from
some sound advice. The hints sheets are very useful and rather thanspell out a solution, often point you in the right direction instead.
Being coded, they prevent you accidentally seeing certain hints you
may not want to see.
My only complaint about these adventures is that the plots offer nosolid storyline. Instead, the adventures are left to pass from one
puzzle to the next with no strong connections. However, this is only a
personal preference and if you have never tried a Lockerby adventure
before, I'm sure that you won't be disappointed.

Reviewer - Paul Brunyee. Formats available - Spectrum only.
Mr.J.A.Lockerby, 44 Hyde Place, Aylesham, Cantebury, Kent. CT3 3AL.
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see ATTENTION 128k SPECCY OWIER3 ese

At last the next generation of spectrum adventures
is here for your enjoyment. MONSTER has about 120
locations with graphics, some of which are up-dated
by events occuring in the game and is set in a buge
fentasy landscape, riddled with magic and mayhem.

Monster ie living proof that the best games don't
necessarily come from the big software houses. It
has more depth than the avarage full price offering
and deserves to do extremely well. OVERALL 84%

{ CRASH MAGAZINE NAY 1988 )

Monster is available for any 128k spectrum and on the
*B! side of the cassette there im a bonus game for
sny 48k spectrum celled Star Reporter in which yoy
must get an interview with the elusive millionaire
recluse, Howard Shooz. Both games on one tape and
all for the incredibly low price of only £3.93 which
includes postage and packeging.

Cheques/P0's should be crossed and made payable tg
HAGGISOPT, end sent to 3D Sherwood Road, Hurlford,
Kilmernock, Ayrshire, KAl SDW.

DONT MISS OUT ON THIS ONE

55-4 ®%% ONE DARK NIGHT... *** E >To~~An adventure by PAUL BRUNYEE for 48K Spectrum.

Speeding through unfamiliar surroundings on lonely, endless lanes and
deceptive, dangerous bends, your car strikes a high verge and after a
jarring impact with a series of pot holes, rolls to a halt at the
start of a gravel drive. You try turning the keys again and again,
but to no avail. HResigning yourself to this, you peer outside the
car and see only the gravelled drive and dense foliage. Having lost
your way many miles earlier, this is the first sign of habitation you
have seen. Sitting somewhat cold and miserable with your companion,
you discuss the possibilities of finding help at the end of the
drive, wherever it may lead...
Within "One Dark Night..." you choose which of the two characters in
the car you wish to play. Thus, you may play a male or female role.
This decision then affects certain situations within the
adventure.....e..
Also featured are - flexible sentence parsing, character interaction
and challenging and original problems.

» "ONE DARK NIGHT..." is available for £3.00 from Paul Brunyee, X
38 Gynsill Lane, Anstey, Leicester, LE7 7AG.
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®##% ANOTHER VIEWFOINT ##x

When keith Campbell kindly consented to an interview with Adventure
Probe | was delighted. Actually it was very good of him to spare the
time because he was very busy indeed. The Campbell family had
wedding bells in the air and were deep in preparations for the big
day. Luckily 1] caught Keith between work and a relaxing visit to the
sauna and he was only too pleased to answer some ©Of my eager
questions.
They say that the best place to start is at the very beginning so myfirst question was perhaps a bit obvious but it did help to break the
ice.
PROBE "What was the first adventure you ever played Keith?"
KEITH "it was Adventureland by Scott ‘Adams. I plaved on & friend's
copy and immediately mail ordered one for myself! Like many
adventurers | was completely hooked within five minutes of starting!"
PROBE "Which would you say is the most enjoyable adventure vou have
ever played?"
KEITH (Replying without hesitation) "Stationtfall"
PROBE "Yes that is one of my favourites also. Well then, could you
perhaps tell us which was the worst adventure you can ever remember
playing?"
KEITH "Yes, well of the Commercial Software | would say it was Ghost
Town by Virgin - not the one by Scott Adams."

PROBE "1 know it probably is not your intention but sometimes in your
column you give the impression that you are saying "Oh No! Not
ANOTHER Quilled or GAC’'d adventure." What are your teelings about the
use of adventure writing utilities?"
KEITH "Well I think they could be a very good thing but the problem
is that now all and sundry are Jumping on the band wagon with
mediocre adventures."
PROBE "What would you like to see done about this situation?"
KEITH "There isn’t a lot that can be done but | think bad commercial
adventures should be heavily criticised in reviews and bad "home
grown" ones should not be reviewed in National Magazines."
PROBE "Would you prefer only to see adventures written by experienced
programmers who do not need an adventure writing utility then?"
KEITH "Not necessarily, some of them are very good such as those
written by Fergus McNeil, Rod Fike, St Brides and a few others. The
trouble with these adventure writing utilities is that they are
usually so limiting. A company with its own system and programmers
will modify their system for a particular game if they need new
features for the plot."
FROBE "How do you see the development of adventures in the future. Do
you think the trend will be more towards more role playing or more in
the torm of a computer novel :"

KEITH "1 certainly think there will be a degree of merging between
roie playing and traditional! adventure as in Beyond Zork and Legend
Gf The Sword which will be released soon. I think we are moving away

4



trom the novel type of adventure because there is not enough game
play."
FROBE "! would be interested to know what ‘degree of importance you
would place on the technical advances in adventure writing such as
highiy advanced parsers. | would have thought that a good pilot and
storyline were more important.™
KEITH "No | think they are of equal importance because coupled with a
good storyline, advanced programming on the latest hardware reducesconstraints on imput, and provides more realism."
PROBE "How do you feel about the lcon and Joystick type of
adventures? in my experience | find most adventurers either Jove
them or hate them."
KEITH "Actually | quite like them but ! think they only really seem
to be enjoyable on 16 bit machines. They are too slow and the
graphics are too coarse on, say, the commodore 64."
PROBE "What computers do you use for playing your adventures on?"

KEITH "Well, 1 have Atari ST, Commodore 64 with disk drive. Spectrum
plus 2, BBC B, Amstrad CPC 464, An MSX which | have never used and 1

also have a TRS-80 Model 4 which is now obsolete for games although 1

still have a lot of classic adventures for it."
(1 tried very hard. .at this point not to let my envy come to the tore
although | must admit that | was turning a distinct shade of green?)
PROBE "Which computer would you choose if vou had the choice of any
one on the market?”
KEITH "Well the Atari ST is the one | recommend, although the Amiga
is my first choice as | haven't got one ... (yet!) Scon things may
change as prices seem to be evening out now."

(1 think at this point my green colour deepened somewhat so | decided
that | had better change the subject!)

\
FROBE "1 would like to ask you about your own adventure writing now.
Is The Pen And The Dark the only adventure yu have ever written?"
KEITH "No. the first three adventures 1 wrote were Fairytale,Wonderland and Dreamworld. These were written on the TRS-80 in basic
but were later converted to BBC. They were published by Molimerx.
And there was The Vespocian Affair which was a listing in the C and
VG year book."
PROBE "What prompted you to write your own adventures?”
KEITH "It was fascination with how the intelligence was programmed
and | enjoy puzzies and of course devising them."
PROBE "Were you happy with The Fen And The Dark?"

KEITH "Not 10¢ per cent. Within the constraints ot the novel. | te:tit was & tair adaptation of the original story though.”
FROBE "Do vou think you will ever write another adventure:"
KEITH "Yes | would like to but time is the enemy!"

FROBE "Yes you must have a very iimited amount of free time. Do vou



find that you only have enough time to play the adventures you have
been sent for review or do you manage to find time to relax and play
an adventure of your own choice?"
KEITH "Well when | do have the time | do go back on adventures that I

really enjoyed whilst reviewing - these tend to get longer review
playing time as well! For example Stationfall, Lurking Horror and
Jinxter."”
PROBE "How long have you been writing the adventure column in C and
vg?"
KEITH "Since the first issue in November 1981! 1 am now the only
person to have written in EVERY issue of the magazine!"
PROBE "How did your involvement with C and VG first come about?"
KEITH "The editor of C and VG contacted Molimerx betore it was
launched and asked for adventure authors to write an adventure
column. Brian Howarth was the other name suggested by Molimerx."
PROBE "What do you do for a living? | mean what is your full time
occupation?”
KEITH "Actually | am an Electrical Engineer in the Electricity Supply
Industry, nowadays in Engineering Computing, on an IBM Mainframe."
PROBE "What do your friends think about your adventuring activities?”
KEITH "They think that 1 am slightly mad, and only do it for the
money - which is not true, although [| doubt if | would be as prolificwithout the money!"

PROBE "What does your wife and family think about it?"
KEITH "Well they know that | always wanted to be a journalist but 1

was dissuaded by my parents as a teenager, they know | am a fan of
the games and of course they like the money so they put up with itallt"
PROBE "Obviously you are not getting rich writing the adventure
columnso can you tell me what you enjoy most about writing it?"
KEITH "No | am not getting rich writing it although the extra money
is useful, of course, especially with a ‘family of 2z, 20 and 18
years! lI enjoy writing and, hopefully, entertaining and informing so
many people. lI just love reading and replying to letters from the
readers and occasionally meeting some of them."
PROBE "1 am sure that with the amount of mail you get, you must have
had some amusing letters. Can you think of any particular incidentthat you would like to tell the readers of Frobe about?"
KEITH (With a chuckle) "Yes, it was some years ago now. I had a
letter trom a kebecca Corwell with & problem on the Hobbit that 1

just couldn't answer. I kept it back and, after some three months of
asking around to find the solution, | tinally had the answer and
wrote back, grovelling for the delay. Some months later when I was
visiting C and VG offices | noticed an ’in’ tray piled with letters
marked "Rebecca Corwell". i asked around and a staffr writer
explained that was a name he used in the magazine to stir up readers
mail! It turned out that he had sent the Hobbit letter, to "test"”
the helpline! | was furious! He was Robert Schifreen, later to become
famous for hacking Frince Phillips Prestel Mailbox, and now editor of
16



& professional computer magazine called EXE."

PROBE "You have commented recently about the availability of
Adventure Software in the High Street shops but more and more Frobe
readers are complaining that throughout the Country it is very
difficult to obtain adventures over the counter. Therefore Mail
Order seems to be the ‘only answer. It you really feel that
Adventures are readily available in the shops what advice would you
give to the readers:"
KEITH "Seek out a good computer games specialist shop. We have an
excellent one in Brighton - "Games" - that stocks most adventures.
But | do agree to a certain extent, Boots and Smiths are a write-off
as far as adventure software is concerned."
PROBE "As far as adventuring is concerned, do you have any particular
ambition or dream that you would care to tell me about?"
KEITH (With a faraway look in his eyes) "Yes, to get very early
retirement and a golden handshake from my 'real’ job so that 1 can
write adventures and a book in the extra time I would have. But
meanwhile 1 hope to continue to strive to make my pages in Commodore
User and C and VG as lively and as entertaining and informative as I

possibly can.”
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82 tt SPECIAL SUMMER OFFER FROM MARLIN GAMES !!! 4
\

11? FOR SPECTRUM ADVENTURERS 1!
THE JADE STONE - Rescue. your fiance from the evil
Z-part adventure...
CLOUD 89 - Restore the weather halls to their former
Frost has wrought havoc...

Mallumo in this
glory after Jack

NORMAL PRICE: £2.95 PER CASSETTE (48/128kK)
SFECIAL PRICE FOR JULY AND AUGUST: JUST £2.50 EACH!!!

(Probe readers only!!!)
Send Cheques/P0’s to:

MARLIN GAMES, 19 BRIAR CLOSE, NAILSEA, BRISTOL. BS19 1QG.

#¥% COMING SOON - FOR 128K SPECTRUMS xxx
C181 THE BEARST! $1.41
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#x%x% A DEFINITION OF AN ADVENTURER ##x
BY TONY BEVAN

An adventurer is - One wno coins new expletives without really trying
whilst attempting "to boldly go where everyone has gone before’ (with
apologies to Capt. Kirk).
{1 wonder if any other reader might have a definition o1 an
ADVENTURER. .....Mandy?
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SOFTWARE

353 36 3 36 36 3 36 3 36 3 36 33 3 36 3 3 36 I 36 36 3 3 36 34 36H 3 3 3 3 HK 36 3 36 36 3 3 3 3 3 3 3H 3 3 3H 3 3H 3 37 1!!! ADVENTURE FOR AMSTRAD ADVENTURERS 1!!!

Enjoy an amusing lighthearted romp on the Isle of Nersree as you try
to solve 'THE CASE OF THE MIYED-UP SHYMER'.

*##% Text only - guaranteed to contain NO mazes!! *¥*¥
XE Available for Amstrad CPC machines NOW!! Hd &

- ¥*% Price £1.99 on cassette and £4.25 on disc. ¥¥¥
Hak Or send £1.25 and formatted CF2. HoHF

Cheques/PO's should be crossed and made payable to S. Sharkey, and *sent to 78 Merton Road, Highfield, Wigan, WN3 6AT.
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¥¥% SPECIAL OFFER TO PROBE READERS #*¥#

*
*
se
*
%
*
*
*INCENTIVE SOFTWARE have kindly offered a special discount of £2 onall their Medallion Adventures for readers of Adventure Probe!

WINTER WONDERLAND - CBM 64, Spectrum, Amstrad CPC, BBC - £5.95
APACHE GOLD - CBM 64, Spectrum, Amstrad CPC - £5.95
BLACK FOUNTAIN/SHARPES DEEDS - Amstrad CPC - £5.95
MOUNTAINS OF Rarr SECRET - Amstrad CPC ~*£5:95
KARYSSIA

. Spectrum - £5.95
NOVE/HOUNTED HOUSE - Amstrad CPC - £5.95

" ZODIAC/THE SECRET OF LIFE - CBM 64 - £5.95
THE ALIEN FROM OUTER SPACE/DRAGON'S TOOTH - BRC - £5.95

Cheques / PO's should be crossed and made payable to Adventure Prob
Orders should be sent to Adventure Probe
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@ *%% ADVENTURE FOR SPECTRUM *%* NG
DOUBLE AGENT costs just £3.95 for which you get a very originalSverre bonus (just for fun) adventure, and the chanee to win
£50 for the shortest correct solution accompanied by map!

Cheques/Postal Orders should be crossed and made payable to T. Frost
and pent to:

TARTAN SOFTWARE, 61 Bailie Norrie Crescent,Montrose,Angus,DD10 ADT

* (Bend OAL for detaile of other Tartan Adventures) x
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Pe de ADAMSE AMSTERS He
Welcome one and all to what may become an occasional page or so frommyself, Bob Adams, specifically aimed at Amstrad adventures as | own
a CPC 6128 pius 2 cassette player for tapes, but should hopefullyalso be of interest to other computer owners as most of theadventures | will be discussing are also available on your machine.Unfortunately for me, this does not apply in reverse. 1 am reallyenvious of all the adventures available for you lucky Spectrumowners, especially the 'home grown’ variety which are usuallyremarkable value for money.

Before | start discussing individual games, | would first of all liketo give you a little bit of background about myself and then tell youabout the things | like and dislike in adventures. If anything thatI"ve written raises your temperature then please write to the Editorand tell her so. - It's her fault for asking me. (That's right, blameme!...Mandy) Nice complimentary letters are alsc welcome and mighteven mean that this page will appear again. Well not exactly thispage but another one written by yours truly, if you see what | mean.
The Amstrad 6128 is the first computer | have owned. At the age of39 | believed | was too old to learn new tricks and I bought thecomputer for my two daughters aged 7 and 10 to help with theircomputer studies at school. Well I know it's & common story, but inno time at all | was hooked. Teaching the girls started to takesecond place to teaching me. 1 quickly discovered that joystickswere not designed for my generation as my 7 year old could pass mybest score without even looking at the screen, and i had reallysweated to get tht far! So | toddied off to Evening Classes to learnBasic programming and devoured every computer book and magazine |]

could get my hands on. :

Very soon my wife realised she had a rival in the house. No longerdid | disappear dowr to the Fub to play pool all evening. Now | wasat home every night but still not 'with her’. Instead { could befound bent over the keyboard either giggling away to myself at somesecret joke or swearing out loud saying something like "whats thematter with the flaming thing, doesn’t it understand English?", Yes
my friends you've guessed it. After several flase starts | had nowdiscovered ADVENTURES!

Now all this has happened in the last 12 months, so | am not going tobe making any claims about how many adventures | have completed oroffering a helpline because | am not that an experienced a travelijeras yet. What 1 hope to be able to add to Adventure Probe isencouragement to all beginners because if | can do Tg, then anyonecan, and if 1 also happen to help you more experienced players withthe problems | have encountered, then | will feel that it has all be
worthwhile. However, | will be relying on your feedback to know ifthis is true.
Well now. let's get down to the nitty gritty. (What a strange phrasethat is when you write it down). I began adventuring luckily. What

I mean by that is, the first adventure I played just happened to be
MESSAGE FROM ANDROMEDA. The reason | believe that was lucky isbecause | was able tc get inte it and did not fing it too dirtficultto complete as a first adventure. I firmly believe that it 1 had
attempted HITCHHIKERS as 2 first go at adventuring, | would soon have
given up and never lookeo at another one again. Sc your first choiceis VERY important.
Once | had decided that | enjoyed adventures, | started buying back
1ssues of everything related to adventures and Amstrad. I quicklybuilt up a library which allowed me toc trace back in time the date 19



oroer of when games were released. The purpose of this was to buy
the games that received good reviews and also te play them in the
order that they were released. In the beliet that the older ones
would be easier than the latest games and thererore give me as gentile
an introduction as possible to the art of problem solving. In other
words, to tread the same path as the current "Kings and Queens or the
Castle". My collection of "classic adventures” is growing nicely but
despite owning several Infocom tities that I'm itching to have =a go
at. | have so far resisted the temptation (well not entirely), until
['ve completed several of the earlier adventures.
| have though, already formed definite opinions about what 1 do and
what | definitely do not like.

LIKES DISLIKES
Humour. Mazes.
Logical puzzles. lllogical puzzles.
Good plot. Random deaths.
Graphics. Graphics.
Correct grammar. Mazes.

Those of you who are still reading this will have noticed some
contradictions in the above. Read on and all will be revealed Cl

think).
First and foremost | love humour. From the idiotic spoofs of Delta 4
to the subtle humour of Intocom. I love it all.
An adventure must have a plot that you can believe in so as you can
become involved. If the plot is trash then you don’t care it the
hero or heroine saves the world or not. It just isn't worth the
trouble to find out.
Correct spelling and grammar are important. For .me. a "spelling
mistake can totally ruin the atmosphere, assuming the game had one in
the first place. It also tells you how much trouble the Author has
taken over his game and whether or not you're likely to tind other
bugs later on.

Illogical puzzles are the product of a barren imagination. They are
there only to slow you down and again can quite easily ruin the
atmosphere that's been built up so far. Arter trying all the logical
solutions to a puzzle and finding the screen keeps telling you "You
can't", you then start typing in the most outrageous ideas until one
of them finally works. That to me is not problem solving. It’s more
like Russian roulette.
Dare [| mention it? Oh well | might as well. | DO NOT LIKE MAZES AT
ALL! If | find myself entering a maze | immediately reach for the
solution or map to get straight through it and on into the rest of
the adventure in the shortest possible time. To me they are an
abomination and should be banned. There, that should get some mail
coming in it nothing else does.
Kandom death, This is another of those features that are only there
to sip vou because the Author was unable to invent a clever probiem
inEtead, Teo be merrily making progress and then be told that "An
Gliwy guprd hse walked into the room and shet you. You are dead. Do
vill want to play again? Y/N," usually tills me with anger. That
Blgkl then doubles when vou realise that because you have beer making
BUah good progress, it's ages since you have 'saved' your
BUBLL IBN 0 Know the feeling?
Wow then what's [eft Ah yes, Graphics!

I thuught when | started sdventuring that just staring at a screen
20 ruil or tex! would be boring. | thererore concentrated on buying the



type of game that advertised "Truly amazing digitised graphics, atleast 200 locations with life like pictures never equal led since Van
Gogh!" , That'll do for me | thought. and parted with my dosh.
HOWEVER, now | am actually playing these games with their trulyamazing wotsits, | wish the flaming graphics had never been invented.Talk about an anti-climax. "You are staring the worst horrible deaththat can be imagined by a sick mind, in the face. You have 10seconds before you are extinguished torever™. You can only make onemove and it's got to be the right one. Holding your breath yourfingers flutter across the keyboard as you input what you hope is thecorrect answer. You press (keturn). You wait tor the response.Have you survived?....."
Well you might as well go and make 2 cup of tea. because for the nextfive minutes the computer is not in the least concerned about whether
you have survived or not, it's far too busy drawing a pretty awfulpicture. Once again the atmosphere has been totally destroyed. So
from now on it's text only for me if, I'm given the choice. It's apity that all so called, "Graphical adventures", don't include an"Off switch’ for those of us that don’t want the graphics.
For those of you,who have sutfered my rantings this far looking forclues to adventures, | suppose | had better tell you about the fewthat 1've actually completed. It won’t take long. They are in orderof completion:-
MESSAGE FROM ANDROUMEDA: HEROES OF KARN: JEWELS OF BABYLON: DUNGEONS.
AMETHYSTS, ALCHEMISTS, ALCHOLOCICS: and FOREST AT WORLDS END.
Current games in play are:- MORDONS QUEST: and THE TRIAL OF ARNOLD
BLACKWOOD.

If I am allowed to speak to you all (both ot you) again, . | willendeavour to tell you how | overcame the problems that each of these
games consisted of. but for now I feel that | have used up far toomuch valuable space already.
What | hope to do in another issue or issues is to give sclutions,hints, tips and reviews of all the games that have graced the screenof my Amstrad so tar. They will however, all have one common theme.
They will all be golden oldies 6f the Adventure World. Possibly games
you played before and never finished or perhaps like me, it may be
your first attempt at it. Let us rediscover these old games togetherand for all you "Kings and Queens" perhaps we can revive some old
happy memories (or frustrations). lf you feel like contributing tothis aritcle then | will be delighted to include your tips and advice
as well, OR, if you feel that this is a load of rubbish and you canwrite a much better article, then Mandy will be relieved (Oh no 1

won't....Mandy) and | will be only too pleased to read your effortsinstead of mine!

And now | would like to leave you with this final thought in case I

never return.
If an Amstrad owner dies after hearing that no more adventures would
be released for his machine, would the inquest record that he died of
"MISS5-ADVENTURE™?

> What now?

Bot Adams.

(Well, | tor one hope that Agams Amsters will return. Well done
Boba: «aes Mandy
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PROBE CROSSWORD 1t by Koschei

27 Fine lid broken by lInfocom's
unbeliever (7) .

28 Got revenge in a title? (5)
29 Must he sever noose to obtain

the flower within? What a bore!
(3:8)

DOWN

1 & Fed up with marriages?5 (5,2,3,5)
2 What Graunch spoke in (7)
3 Get blow after sitting for

eastern ruler (6)4 Stranded on a desert island with
only Lord Of The Rings? A

| vicious harpy would give you it!
(1,5,4)

ACROSS 5 Level 9 brought you back here
(4)

1 Poet without a ring gets 1 dn
we hear,and gets old at the 6 Any cat does it but Felix more
end for a drinking experience than most in CCI (4,4)
(5,4) 7 6 ac waiting for 14 ac bumps

6 Slipped 14 ac in thia? (5) into conventual, could be a
9 Parcel service for Betelgeuse lazy Franciscan (4,3)

perhaps (3,4) 8 Anticipates Dorothy's
1®@ End of smart company needs a disappointing wizard, perhaps

turn at end for a fortifying when going by Singapore (7,2)
mixture (3,4) 13 It stops, because of a ghost?

11 Fergus’s lot plus six more Might be your computer or almost
equals Lent date muddle (5,3) anything (3,7)

12 Like 5 dn (6) 14 11 ac minus extra gives less,
1a Skid messily, could be correctly (5,4)

heading for a crash perhapst(4) 16 In the beginning there was the
15 See 1 dn

. giant, who in the end was only
17 Singular master of the clock very big (8)

(4,2,4) - 18 One is reluctant to do this if
19 Sleeping adventure? Always one is 1 dn 156 (3,4)

bottom of the list! (4) 20 Springy fellow gets about in a
22 Perfidious(6) roundabout sort of way (7)
23 Unruly crowd headed by Second 21 Loud fable confused, confuses,

City initially for a board as puzzles .shouid and do! (6)
game (8) 24 Terry sends Len northeast in a

26 Defer to the censor when panic (5)
creating an RPG, leaves out 25 Suicidal option for frustrated
former spouse (4,3) players? (4)
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ANSWERS 'TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLE

i. THE PAWN. 2. GNOME RANGER. 3. KNIGHT ORC.
4. LORD OF THE RINGS. S. CLOUD 889. 6. ROBIN OF SHERLOCK
7. SERF'S TALE. 8. WORM IN PARADISE. 9. BEATLE QUEST.
10. SPELLBREAKER. 11. ALIEN. 12. JADE STONE.
13.COLDITZ. 14.CASTLE OF RIDDLES.
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‘from, the quill of john wilson,
An Everyda Tue SecrelToot50|OF Dink

THID SOBAAR MILL ACCEPT ALL TWEE|ITER BOVERTURC COSTS £1.99
Ml

‘slmesmc Cowes MIT ME] cess cL BDO Too...001TION OF “Aa BaVI® mE hen
LoAeT. um TSC 14 DRADER TO BAVC|200 VILA: 26 GONAD TOPS
VOM FOS1710m TO Kms. cureatt.

From.the quill of john wilson,
SPECIAL CF FER I0 PRE BE READERS

SECRET OF LITTLE HODCOME and AN EVERYDAY TALE OF A SEEKER OF GOLD aretext only adventures and BULBO AND THE LIZARD-KING and FUDDO AND SLAM
are text adventures with an additional Graphics program on the otherside of the tape.

Any ONE game ........... £1.49 incl p&p (Normal price £1.99)
Any TWO games ..c....... £2.99 incl p&p (Normal price £3.98)
Any THREE games ........ £3.99 incl p&p (Normal price £5.97)
Any FOUR games ......... £4.99 incl p&p (Normal price £7.96)

A11 to suit Spectrum 48/128K
Purchasers of the "More than one game" offer will receive theirchoices all on one cassette tape and accompanied by fulldocumentation.
Send details of your requirements, together with Crossed Cheques/FO's
To JOHN WILSON, Zenobi Software, 2¢ Spotland Tops, Cutgate, Rochdale,

Lancs. OL1Z 7NX.



PATS (other) PATCH

Last month I left you with conditions -for getting, dropping and
examining any object in the game. 1 forgot to mention that you would
need to insert some sort of descriptive message for each object but
I'm sure you realised (didn't vou?').
So far when testing the game you should be standing in the cell unable
to move but able to get drop and examine the blanket. Now to get out
of the cell we will need the coin, and ats a red-herring - the penny
too. 3

More verbs will also be needed together with a couple of extra nouns
which do not have objects associated with them. So insert the
following;
NOUNS VERBS
18. DOOR 2@. KNOCH.
11. GUARD 21. BIVE

The next step is to place both the coin and the penny in the player's
inventory. To do this we need to set up a condition which will only
ever be acted on once in the HIGH conditions. To ensure that it is
only acted on once we use a marker, testing for its condition to
decide whether or not to do the actions. i :

IF ( RES? 1® ) SET 18 BRIN 1 BRIN 2 BET 1 GET 2 END

We re using marker 10 here and saying that if it is reset the coin and
penny should be brought to the player then put in the inventory. At
the same time we'll set marker 18. Then the next time the system looks
at the condition RES? 1B will be false since we have now set it, so it
won't do the actions in the condition.
Thus unless we subsequently change the state of marker 18 thiscondition will never be acted on again. The reason we go through the
rigmarole of bringing then getting the objects rather than just
putting them in room 1 to begin with is that the room description
together with any objects present is printed to the screen before any
conditions are looked at. So the descriptions of the penny and coin
would show up on the screen which we don’t want.
Now we want to arrange our escape from the cell. This is achieved bv
knocking on the door to attract the guard then bribing him witn the
gold coin. If we offer the penny he will be so insulted that he will
kill the player but the gold is more money than he has ever seen so he
goes AWOL leaving the cell door open.
For this we'll use Local Conditions for room 1 anc, a 4ew more
messages:
12. Footsteps sound az the guard opens the door and enters the cell.
11. The guarcec ic insulted and kills you.

12. Wide eyec, the guard grabs the coins ano runs off.
We also necd another marler to say whether the door 1s open, and cno
to =zay whether the guard 1s in the cell ( anc therefore available to

po



be bribed. So the markers so far are;
iB set after cvoin & penny put in inventory
11 set if guard in cell
12 set if cell door open

The conditions are as +ollows;
IF ( VERB 20 AND NOUN 1D ) MESSAGE 18 SET 11 WAIT END

IF ( VERB 21 AND NOUN 2 AND CARR 2 AND SET? 11 ) MESSAGE 11 EXIT END

IF ¢ VERE 21 AND NOUN 1 AND CARR 1 AND SET? 11 ) MESSAGE 12 RESET 11
SET 13 WAIT END

Now if you remember, we didn't put a connection from room 1 to room 2
80 Now we can, based on whether the door is open or not. This also
goes in the local conditions for room | as follows:
IF ( VERB 2 AND SET? 12 ) GOTO 2 WAIT END

Thus the player will be able to leave the cel] only after bribing the
guard with the gold coin. As a further twimt the blanbet will he
needed later in the game so we could have the cell door slam shut to
prevent going back (aren’t we nasty?) by resetting marber 10 in the
last condition and adding a message to that eftect. Bo add the
following message:
12. The door slams shut behind you.
And change the last condition to read;
IF ( VERB 2 AND SET? 12 ) RESET 12 MESSAGE 1IT GOTD 2 WAIT END

You might find putting a hold between the message and the goto to be
effective!
From these conditions you should be able to see how markers are
used... if not please let me know and I°11 go 1nto it in greater
detail in a later issue.
You should now be able to wander around a lot more of the playing
area. As you explore check that all the available obilects carn be
manipulated and examined. You shouldn't be able tc give or knock
anything now at conditions are only available For theze ir room i. If
we want a tommand to be recognises in other placez it neecs toc gz in
the low conditions like the get, drop and examine. Loca! conditions
are ONLY 4or congiticns unigue to that room.

More next monthoo.... bye!
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re== wx x LETTERS x x
Like Bob Adams. whose letter you printed in the May issue, I've had
some frustrating dealings with the mail order firm "Budgetsoft”. The
problem is that they take a very long time. much longer than the 28&

days which is the normal maximum. I sent in an order on 15th March
and | received the software on 9th May, i.e. nearly two months later.The moral would seem to be to order from someone else if you have thechoice. However Budgetsoft do sell a lot of old-ish software which
is very difficult to get hold of elsewhere, so it may be worth
risking 2 small order since they do seem to deliver the goods ~

eventually.
PERRY WILLIAMS, 12 Godesdone Road. Cambridge, CBS BHR.

FETE EEE RSENS ES SSI EEN S SEES S SCS SSCS CCE mC CC OoSCSSSSESSoTSoSooEDa

| was concerned to read of the problems Mr R.A.Adams has experiencedwith an advertiser trading under the name of "Budgetsoft” in Amstrad
Action. I had similar trouble a while ago when | sent off for somevideo tapes in response to an Advertiser in a Video Magazine. i toohad trouble with the advertiser not complying with his obligations.
I sent my money and received nothing in return. My letters of
complaint were ignored. So | wrote to the Advertising Manager of the
magazine concerned and also to the Trading Standards Dept. - DistrictInspector, in the County Council Offices situated in the area of theAdvertisers address. They tracked down the errant, stood over him
whilst he wrote out a cheque retunding my money in full. 1 offerthis as a sclution to Bot Adam’s unfortunate experience.Incidentally he is not obliged to accept a credit note, but isentitled to his money back. :

JOHN KENDAL-ARCHER. 1 Carol Close, Felixstowe, Suffolk, IP11 9QD.

(Thank you for the excellent advice John, 1 hope readers will
remember this should they ‘ever find themselves in this kind of
awkward situation...............Mandy)
EeaEE EE EE ETF EFEp)
Well done on producing an excellent magazine and admirably fillingthe shoes of Sandra. I think the idea of a& "Golden Oldies’ sectionis a great one. How about including games such as Velnor's Lair,Mystery of Monroe Manor and the Pettigrew Chronicles which are hidden
away in the depths of my drawer? I notice that John Kendal-Archer is
having problems with Murder On The Atlantic. Perhaps you could printin your magazine that th password he needs is SESAME. I am afraid |
cannot help in how to write the programme. In the same game I am
stuck in answering the question asked by the Chaplain in the Chapel -
"l may speak if you give me the first name of St. Peter's successor?"lt anybody can answer this question | would be very grateful.
I found John Barnsley’'s article 'Seek And Ye Shall Find’ fascinatingand hope to see turther articles on other weird and wondertul objectsand places. Finally if anybody can give me any help in an icondriven adventure STIFF LIF AND CO | would be very grateful. keep upthe good work.

PAIN FINDLAY, Z% Kings Road. Benfleet, Essex, S37 1JF.



Thank you very much for sending me another copy of your excellent
magazine "Frobe". Until 1 subscribed, I was suffering terriblewithdrawal symptoms since the demise of ‘What Now?’ and the'Questline Chronicles’. At last something to read about my favouritesubject. Adventuring for me is a solitary business, my computingfriends see little meat in playing this type of game. Little do thayrealise the immense satisfaction that can be gained from solving =a

difficult problem (or more frustrated when stuck in one). Theretore
a fanzine such as °'Frobe' is essential. Good software at the moment
seems thin on the ground. What a refreshing surprise it was to find
an adventure of the quality of "Rigel’s Revenge". At last, graphicsthat are used as visual clues rather than for just decoration, well
done Smart Egg. Finally | would like to wish you lots of success as
our new editor.
IAN LONGDEN, 9 Bramley Avenue, Strettord, Manchester, M32 9HE.

As a quick note, | know books don't feature in Frobe but this may
have some bearing on adventures. Terry Fratchett's (of Colour Of
Magic fame) new book ’'Strata' bears more than a passing resemblance
to events/characters first encountered in Snowball and Keturn To
Eden. Would this be a novel inspired by an adventure: 1f so it must
be a first. I'd be interested if any other reader who has read ithas come to the same conclusion.
G.D.KENNINGTON, 9 Cockington Walk,Eggbuckland.Plymouth,Devon, PLE 5QF.

I must congratulate you and all concerned on your magazine Adventure
Probe. | read the March edition and was so impressed 1 bought the
company! Seriously, the magazine is excellent with very humourousarticles from Fete Gerrard and Pat's Patch was very informative as 1

find GAC very difficult to use. Oh, before | go, thanks to Doreen
Bardon and Walter Fooley for helping me out on a few games. Keep upthe good work.

MARK WALKER. 34 Manvers Ct, Manvers St, Sneinton, Nottingham. NGZ
4PF.

1 would like, through your magazine, to praise one of the best
smaller software houses featured regularly in Frobe. I am of course
referring to Tom Frost of Tartan Software. His games are definitelyin the top league of adventures written today. CASTLE EERIE and
SHIPWKECK to name but two are really brilliant and when you think of
what thev cost how can anyone playing adventures not buy them. It’s
obvious when playing one of Tomes games that they were written by an
adventurer himself, Jogical prot lems and logical solutions. tastaction. quickly drawn graphics and novel ioeas, all help to make
Tartan Scrtware games a pleasure tc play.
LOL OAKES. 7 Clarke Cresc, Little Hulton. Worsley. Manchester. MZIg&
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Could anyone please help me by telling me where | can buy adventure
tapes tor the Amstrad 464 as in my area they do not seem to stock
them, ! know that you can send to Software Houses but the trouble
with that is, that they do not tell which are adventure tapes or not.
NANCY K. ISAAC, 41 Adelphi Cresc.Albany Rd.Hornchurch,Essex.RM12 4JZ.

First of all 1 must congratulate you on my latest edition of "Probe".
As usual it was full of very readable articles, reviews and letters.

I must alsc thank you for your help in completing "Fortress of
Keler”™. After you got in touch with Jim O'Keeffe he took the trouble
to ring me and gave me the answer that enabled me to finish the
adventure. Thank you both so much.
I have been playing adventures since 1981. | cut my teeth on Level
9's Middle Earth adventures and progressed through to Infocom's Zork
etc, but |] must say | am getting my greatest pleasure out of the many
Mail Order adventures that are now available. 1 have had many hours
of entertainment (and frustratien) with so many. In her letter in
Frobe June Rowe mentions several of them and | do agree with all she
says. Al} good adventures and a very affordable price. This is
where a magazine like Probe is invaluable because it gives us reviews
and information on adventures we might never hear of otherwise.
Indeed. after reading the review by Barbara Gibb on "HEX" by Larsoft
I dug out my faithtul old BBC and | was not disappointed. 1 have
since completed "THE PUFPET MAN" and am doing battle at present with
"THE © DANCERS". Anybody with a BBC should really try them. They are
devious and frustrating but very good. 1f you do the correct action
there is a subtle change in your surroundings to help you on to your
next problem. Absolutely fascinating - | congratulate Larsoft for an
original concept in adventuring. Once again my thanks to all who
made ‘*Frobe' so interesting.
RITA MALONEY, 32 Beverley koad, Liverpool, L15 9HF.

Having just acquired a VTX 5008, I'm having great fun accessing
Micronet, but it is such a massive place - does anyone out there know
of any really good pages that | just have to see? Now | know I! need
a VTX Editor but once l’ve got that, then what? Are there any
'netters who know of any Speccy (or misc micro) BBS's that are worth
logging on to? (Uniess [I'm mistaken, they must be 1200.75 baud. even
with the Editor.)
For future reference. are there any Atari ST owners out there? The
new Atari Fromotion (the Summer Pack which includes a Double Sided
Drive and 22 Top Quality Games for only (17!) £399.99) has finally
coaxed me into buying one of the 16& bit beasts. All being well i

will have one in & couple of weeks time and would welcome any advice
on which are the reputable Pubiic Domain Libraries. Can anyone help?
CHRIS CONWELL. The Badger Inn, Church Minshull, Nantwich. Cheshire,
Cws eDY.
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* eH IN-TOUCH #3
JOY BIRLEY has several disks for Commodore 64 sitting unused on a
shelf which she would like to offer for sale. They are:
DEADLINE, SUSPENDED, ULTIMA 11] and MURDER BY THE DOZEN - all at £3.
each. NINE PRINCES IN AMBER (2 Disks) and GEMSTONE HEALEK (881) - at
£8. each. ¢

A BROTHER HRE PRINTER RS23Z INTERFACE - any offers:
Joy also has a lot of Spectrum tapes if anyone is interested.
Write to Joy at:

Eryl Don, Mona Terrace, Criccieth, Gwynedd, LL5Z OHG.

MARK WALKER has the following Spectrum 48K software for sale (all
originals).
GOLDEN APFLE. EXCALIBUR, SUBSUNK, MURDER AT THE MANOR, MARIE CELESTE.
SHIPWRECK/CASTLE EERIE, PLANET OF DEATH, MATT LUCAS, SOULS OF DARKON,
FOREST OF DOOM. HEXAGONAL MUSEUM/TANGLED TALE, JOURNEYS END, SE-kAA
OF ASS1AH, URBAN UPSTART, TEMPLE TERROR, VALKYRIE 17, RETURN TG
ITHACA, EL DORADO, CLASSIC ADENTURE, INVINCIBLE 1SLAND, SEABASE
DELTA, KENTILLA, MAFIA CONTRACT 1! AND JEWELS OF BABYLON - All at 60p
each.
TERRORS OF TRANTO0SS and WRATH OF MAGRA at tl. each.
THE WRITER at £5.

Write to Mark at:
34 Manvers Court, Manvers Street. Sneinton, Nottingham. NGZ 4PF
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BRIAN R. PELL is wondering if anyone out there has got an Amstrad
printer going cheap which will work with his Spectrum Flus 3. It you
have then please write to Brian at the following address:

4 Tudor Way, Wellingborough, Northants, NN& 3YB
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KEVIN HEYWOOD has sent us the following plea:
"Please can you help me find a copy otf CLASSIC ADVENTURE on tape for
the Amstrad 4647 I believe this adventure came out on the Amsocft
label. Any help in tracking one down would be most appreciated.”

30 North Street, Banbury, Oxon, 0X16 ZLH

FOR SALE
Three-headed guard dog. cheap. used toc be fierce guard dog. now just
slobbers over everyone. Very friendly, low upkeep, One dragon Carcass
a day should satisfy it.
Contact:

Boris Flathead, keeper 0f The Tomb. C/0 THE GRUE!



MICHAEL YOUNG has the following Spectrum Adventures for Sale:
LORD OF “THE RINGS (with book) - £3.50
SHERLOCK, VALKYRIE 17 - £3 each.
REBEL PLANET, KEYLETH, TEMFLE OF TERROR - £2 each.
ROBIN OF SHERWOOD, ARROW OF DEATH (PART 2), ESCAFE FROM PULSAR 7,
HEROES OF KARN, MINDSHADOW, NEVER ENDING STORY (128K) - £1.50 each.
KENTILLA, WAXWORKS, SEABASE DELTA, SHARD OF INOVAR - £1.25 each.
If you spend £5.00 you can get a free copy of Michael's own Quilled
adventure NOAH (otherwise £2.25) Contact Michael at:

4@A Carnarvon Road, South Woodtord, London. E18 2NU
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BOE ADAMS has the following Amstrad Software for sale (as at 1/6/86):
Cassettes..........except (Disc).

SHOGUN (DISC) - £3, YES,PRIME MINISTER (DISC) - £5. FOREST AT WORLDS
END - £1. HERDES OF KARN - £1. MESSAGE FROM ANDROMEDA - £1. JEWELS
OF BABYLON - £1. DUNGEONS, AMETHYSTS, ALCHEMISTS - gl. FOURMOST
ADVENTURES (4 TITLES) - £2. THE MYSTERY OF ARKHAM MANOR - £2. THE
INHERITANCE (FANIC IN LAS VEGAS) - £2. THE SYDNEY AFFAIR - t2.
KRAKOUT - £2. GFL CHAMPIONSHIF FOOTBALL - £2. THREE WEEKS IN
FARADISE - £2. SUPERSLEUTH - £1. THE ARMAGEDDON MAN - £2. OUT RUN

- £3. KILLED UNTIL DEAD - fz. WORLD=CLASS LEADERBOARD - £3.
SAMANTHA FOX STRIP POKER - £2. GAME SET & MATCH (10 GAMES) - £5.
BRIDES OF FRANKENSTEIN - £2. VENOM - £1. DR, SCRIMES SPOOK. SCHOOL ~

£1. VIDED POKER - £1. THE CURSE OF SHERWOOD ~~ Ei. AMERICAN
FOOTBALL (464 ONLY) - £1. DESTRUCTO - £1. COUNTDOWN (TV QUIZ) - £1.
STORMBRINGER - ti. SHARD OF INOVAR - Ei. KOBYASH!I NARU  ~ £1.
SULTAN'S MAZE - £1.
Filius £1-00 towards Post and Packing if the total order is less than
£5. 00.
These are Bob's own private collection so there is only one copy of
each available so it is first come, first served.
HELP! In the TRIAL OF ARNOLD BLACKWOOD why is it that everytime Eob
thinks he has finished, the final message tells him that he has
failed to complete his task? Bob knows the author. Colin Harris has a
sense of humour and this maybe a red herring but it is very
frustrating. Can anyone come to the rescue please?

R.A.Adams, 81 Uplands, Welwyn Garden City, Herts, ALS 7EH.

Any help in GALILEE by Shards Software for Spectrum 4BK would be
greatly appreciated by:

DR.CHRIS BANKS. 10% Ross Close, Saftron Walden, Essex, CEil 4DU

JOANNE MILLER is currently pulling her hair out trying to solve:
THE UNINVITED on Commodore Amiga - How does she get past the dogs ang
catch the little red creature: And in THE GOLDEN WOMBATS OF DESTIiNT -
How does she get started: She is thrown straight into a maze!

lf you can help Joanne please write to:
4 Nursery Close, North Lancing, West Sussex, BHN1S OHQ



QUESTIONNAIRE
as suggested by Neil Talbott (mostly!)written by JUNE ROWE

\
To simplify matters, all the questions except one have YES/NO
answers - just write Y or N. Couldn't be easier, could it?(Ulterior motive - this will make it easier for me to correlategeneral opinion and work out percentages etc!)

SECTION 1 - MAZES
1. Do you like a maze in an adventure?
2. 1f there is a maze, should each location be identifiable? (i.etwisty tunnel/twisted tunnel/tunnel! that twists)3. Should a maze be compulsory? (i.e. you have to solve it toobtain a necessary object, or you can’t proceed without goingthrough it?)
SECTION 2 - RANDOM ELEMENTS
4. Do you like random elements? (For instance, if the helpful dwarfis sometimes there when you enter the cave and sometimes not)5. Would a random element irritate you? (i.e. if you had to keepgoing into and out of the cave until the helpful dwarf WAS there)€. Should random elements be included only when chance is reallyinvolved? (i.e. if the adventure includes playing dice or cards)
SECTION THREE - SUDDEN DEATH
7. Should sudden death caused by just entering a location be
included?

8. ls being thrown back to a previous location, with loss of pointsscored, preferable to -sudden death and having to start all overagain?
9. Would you enjoy a game in which you never got killed, but juststuck?
SECTION FOUR - CHARACTER INTERACTION
10. Do you like characters who do their own thing? (i.e. wanderoff, or refuse to talk to you)
11. Would you preter static characters? (i.e. the guard dog which
must be fed/the giant who must be bribed)
SECTION FIVE - LIMITED TIME FACTORS
12. Do you like the sort of game in which, if you don't make a movein, say fifteen seconds, something happens?
13. Does a time factor irritate you?
14. Does a time factor enhance a game?

SECTION 6 - GRAPHICS
15. Do you like pictures?
16. If pictures are included, should they ALWAYS have an on/offswitch?
17. Do you like pictures which contain clues or objects notmentioned in the text? (i.e. the well in ENERGEM ENIGMA/ the gun onthe wall in FISTFUL OF BLOOD CAFSULES)

SECTION SEVEN - TEXT ONLY GAMES
1€. Do you like half a screen of atmospheric location description:18. Do you like short location descriptions’20. Do you like clues in location descriptions only?21. Do you like clues in the EXAMINE responses only:22. Would you prefer a mixture, ot clues in location descriptionsand EXAMINE responses? 3



SECTION EIGHT - EXITS
(NB This section excludes hidden exits like trapdoors, sliding
panels, secret passages etc.)
21. Do you like exits stated as North to the grassy plain, East to
the hills, South to the lake, West to the castle etc. in each
location?

22. Do you like exits stated as North, East, South and West etc?
23. Would you prefer a game in which exits are NOT stated, and you
have to find them:

SECTION NINE - HELP
24. Do you like a hint if you type in HELF?Y
25. 1f a hint is given, should it be coded?
26. Do you like games with no HELP responses at all?
LAST QUESTION!
27. Name the adventure you have enjoyed most. (At any time, from
any producer) :

Answers, on a postcard please, to June Rowe, 46 Hurdon Way,
Launceston, Cornwall PL15 9HX by 14th July 1888 so that the results
can be published as soon as possibile.
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THE LEGEND OF CRALDONS CREEKF (version1.2,revised), is now available ONLY directly from Eric Stewart. This
new enhanced version of the original costs just £1.49,is an EXCLUSIVE OFFER TO PROBE READERS.

trom .Eric, and

Please quote Adventure Probe on your order and make Cheques/FPostal
Orders payable to ERIC STEWART and send to:

18 VATISKER, BACK, ISLE OF LEWIS,PA86 (JS.

xx THE RUNESTONE OF ZENDOS % x
THE RUNESTONE OF ZENDOS is a great new fantasy graphical adventure
coming scon to the Spectrum. This game features all the latest in
game design e.g. MASS CHARACTER INTERACTION, COMPLEX COMBAT ROUTINES,
MULT! WORD PARSER, MAGIC AND SPELLS PLUS HUGE TEXT DATABASE (23K).
This and much more makes this game the one to look out for. Coming
soon &t only £1.89 from Eric Stewart.

~ t1! ATTENTION ALL COMMODORE GAC USERS !!!

recovers wasted memory by deleting unused words, PRINTS YOUR
DATAFILES TO THE PRINTER and lots more!

At last a program 1s available which loads in your datafiies,

This excellent and inveluable program costs just £5.00.Available from

D.MACLEOD, 35 01d Evanton Rd,Dingwall,Ross-Shire,IV15 ORB
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xxx GOLDEN OLDIES # % x

BREE (HERS
CLASSICADVENTURE Adventure

Before Crowther and Woods wrote
Adventure’ in 19786 games all had
something more or less in common.
The player knew the ruies and had to
try to use them to get the best
possible score. In 'Adventure' the
aim of the game was suddenly to
discover the rules! This adventure
was to inspire a whole new concept in
computer games. Classic Adventure
was one of the first. The version
reviewed here was written by John
Jones-Steele in 1983 and was
published by Melbourne House on
cassette for £5.00.

Reading from the inlay it is quite clear that the publishers would not
have approved of a lot of the content of "Probe! 1 quote "...and
remember the etiquette of adventuring - revealing the tricks is like
announcing the end of & whodunnit - the act of a cad!" However in this
section | fully intend to act like a cad and reveal as much as
to help you on your way with this "Golden Oldie®. ‘

The aim of this adventure is quite simple, explore all the locations to
discover the hidden treasures and return them to the Well House to score
points.

possibie

Obviously it isn't going to be that simple as there are many problems to
sclve as you make your way through the strange underground caves and
passages. This is a real 'Classic’. Everything you have come to expect
in an adventure is packed into this one with dragons to fight, trolls to
bribe, fierce animals to tame, magic spells to use and lots to keep even
the most experienced adventurer happy for hours. It is in this adventure
that you find the wel! known maze of 'twisty little passages all alike".
The mazes together with loads of locations set on different levels wil]
ensure that you need plenty of sharpened pencils and paper tor the
mapping.

Playing Classic Adventure once again brought back so many memories cof my
early days of adventuring that [| found myself getting quite choked up.
The simple verb noun parser was no problem and, having thoroughly enjoyed
myself, | would simply say that this little gem is a must and that no
adventure collection could possibly be complete without it.
keviewed by Mandy on Commodore 64.

CLASSIC ADVENTURE - GETTING YOU STARTED

by Joan Fancott plaved on Amstrad

START - ERD OF ROAD. Enter building (Well Houses, get keys, get lamp.
out. s, s, s. unlock grate, d. w. light lamp, lock. get cage. w tc Debrice
koom (XYZYJ., ww. w, get bird, w, d. w, to East Bank of Fissure, get tlute,
e, fn.
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HALL OF THE MOUNTAIN KING. Flay fiute. drop bird (the snake has gone),drop cage, drop flute, s, get JEWELLERY, n, e, s, get GOLD NUGGET, n toVast Hall, Y2 to Jumble of Rock, YZ to Large Room, PLUGH.

WELL HOUSE. Drop JEWELLERY, drop GOLD NUGGET, XYZY to Debris Koom, getrod (with rusty star on the end), w, Ww, w, d to Vast Hall, w to East Bank
0f Fissure, wave rod, drop rod, w, get DIAMONDS, n to West End of Hall of
Mists. s (Maze with passages all the same’, e, s, Ss, s, n, e (orange
column}, e, nw, get TREASURE CHEST, se, n (Orange Column), d, e, €e, toDebris Room, XYZY.

WELL HOUSE. Drop DIAMONDS, drop TREASURE CHEST, PLUGH, s, s to Hall of
the Mountain King, w, get COINS, e, n, get SILVER, n, PLOVEK, ne, get
PLATINUM, s, PLOVER, PLUGH.

WELL HOUSE. Drop COINS, drop SILVER, drop PLATINUM, get bottle, PLUGH. s,d, w, d to Complex Junction, w, w, w, w, d to Plant, drop water, u, e,e, ne, e to Complex Junction, u, e, e, d, get water, u, w, w, d, to
Complex Junction, w, w, w, w, d to Plant, drop water, u, e, d, get oll,u, w, d to plant, climb...........
SEES CErEE CEES CEES SEES SC ICCECEEESCECESCSCSSSSEEITCCCCEEEZSZECEEIZSsososss

GOLDEN GQLDIES HINTS

ADVENTURELAND by R.H.Rainbird played on Atari 8Q@XL

Damp mud prevents Chigger bites. Chopping the tree reveals a hidingplace for treasures amongst other things. The Dragon hates mud. To get
Ox, try saying "Bunyon" when just carrying the axe. Chiggers can be
disposed of by dropping down a hole. The Bladder is a good receptaclefor expiosive gas.

PIRATE ADVENTURE by R.H.Rainbird
In London flat, get book to reveal an opening. Wear sneakers when
transported to and from windowsiil. Say YOHO to travel but hold book!
The Pirate loves rum, the parrot prefers crackers. Up the path to the
crack for many items, though some can’t come through that opening. Use
Hammer to pull nails in rug, them look underneath, keep the nails!

SORCERQOR OF CLAYMORGUE CASTLE by R.H.Rainbird
Swim down twice. then east, for entry into the Castle - pick up towel] enroute. Open cabinet in Kitchen. Push and pull walls in Flain Room - and
don’t forget the floor but beware! Cast Lycanthrope to enter a rat hole.
Swim down through the drain to the bottom, look, then cast Bliss. Cast
Light Squared on Chandelier then go loft. Throw crate down, then jump
while Bliss spell still works.

I would be very grateful if anyone could supply material for this section
on Velnor’'s Lair, Mystery of Monroe Manor and the Pettigrew Chronicles
tre lain Findlays letter this issue). Have any of you got & golden oidie
or two stuck in the back of a drawer that we could help to blow the dustotf?
Flease mark any contributions for this section 'Golden Oldies’ and anyinformation on the year of release etc wouid be very much appreciated.
HRW HHH RR HE RH RN HRM RHI RNIN RR HIRES NRHN NER RHR BRN NRA EH RER RRR RR RARE
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GNOME RANGER by TONY BEVAN played on MSX
‘sy ¥

You may be interested in hearing of my struggles with this adventure
which, 1 feel, is nowhere nearly as polished as earlier Level 9 games.
LOADING - Sufficiently drawn-out to try the patience of Job!
By trial and error | find that the only way | can progress from one
part to the next, assuming that | do not follow on immediately, is asfollows:
Load part one (14 mins 37 secs), play game and save position at the
penultimate move.
Load part one, load saved position and play final move. | can now load
part two (14 mins 14 secs). Play part two and save position atpenultimate move.
Load part one (14 mins 37 secs), load saved position, play final move,
load part two (14 mins 14 secs), Load saved position, play tinal move.

lI can now load part three.
Load part three (14 mins 17 secs) and if | still feel like doing so,play game!

Circa 45 minutes to resume playing part three and when 1 reach partthree there are some 'goodies’ awaiting me! For example, whilst 1

appreciate that the altitude may have affected the YETI'S mentalabilities | do think that the following conversation is more suited tothe GOON SHOW!

Input - Follow Yeti.
Output - The hairy Yeti examined the huge footprints.Input =~ "Yeti,give me your snowshoes".
Output - Ingrid didn’t have Ingrid.
Input  - "Yeti,!] will help you".
Output - The hairy Yeti said"You'll get no help from me littiemissy".
Input - "Yeti, take snowstuff and put it in your snowshoes".
Uutput - "0f course,|1’l] be right there".
Input’ - Put cloudstuff in showshoes.
Output ~- Ingrid couldn't see the icetall.
Input - Help the Yeti.
Output - Send the coupon to Level 8 for a hint. The hairy Yeti

removed the wickerwork showshoes.
Input - Put cloudstutf in snowshoes.
Output - SUCCESS! The Yeti did as hesshes/it was told!!
Having survived that lunatic conversation. (I'm still trying to figureout ’lIngrid didn't have Ingrid’!) | then met up with a penguin that -

old be in two places at once! At one stage when Ingrid was on theicefloe | was told: The Fenguin stood on the bank of the lake and said
"1 wish | could help you but | have to stay here with my egg etc etc."At the same time | received the following message: "Ingrid was on thelcefloe. The motherly penguin was on the Icefloe". Press Inventory’and | am told "Ingrid owns an egg"! Do I go on? Yes. | have scored 700
out of 1000 so | might as well try for the Jackpot. So !'d better start
loading now otherwise Wee Willie Winkie wil) be coming around!
So back to Gnome Ranger Fart three! Last night, whilst reading voiume ©

of Encyclopaedia Britannica trom cover to cover, | ioaded this intamous
game and have =z few more 'howlers' for the collection.
How about this when loading in & saved position in part three =- "A
runny little ROCK appeared from under a FLANT and stopped ingric by
waving waved (sic) & copy of a rather tattered book. Ingrid thoughtthat the ROCK probably wanted to know the word at page <Z%.line «,word
3". And she was darned right, you know. When told, the ROCk went pack



under the FLANT. A walking rock! Well, if it had been & walking PLANT
instead it would still have been wondrous. (Thinks - it could have been
a Triffid though.)
Every time ‘Ingrid is asked to 'search’' the answer comes "Ingrid could
SMELL nothing of interest". She couldn’t ’search’ either!
But how about this little gem! When with the lcequeen and her minions
ingrid is followed around by 'some innumerable lcepecple’ (1st man:"Can
you see some innumerable icepeople over there?" 2nd man: "Yes, I can
see six innumerable icepeople over there". 1st man: "Good, 1 thought
there were some innumerable icepeople there”)
Lastly, bored though you must be by now, & thinly disguised cry tor
help. | left Ingrid up a river canyon without - no not the proverbials
- but without a decent dam to hold back the river. She has the
lcequeen and the innumerable icepeople to help her but what a useless
lot they are! They push an icefall, make a dam of sorts, the water
falls to 1 foot below the top (big deal!) then before Ingrid can do
anything the whole caboodle crumbles and everyone gets drenched.
Dam(n)gerrybuilders! What's to do please?

I have pinned up in front of me the Level © small poster of ingrid and
right now if her bottom wasn't so low i would probably kick it!
Gnome-atter, 1°11 keep trying and maybe Henry Stanley or some other
explorersadventurer will come to my rescue in the next 'Frobe’ - he
said hopefully.
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#¥x% POETIC HINTS #xx
BY JOAN PANCOTT (AMSTRAD)

APACHE GOLD

Need to reach something on Show the crocodile his dead
. high, mother

Then get the ants to make And he’ll quickly swim
7% vou fly! for cover!

HEROES
OF

KARN
{

Kissing & frog doesn’t sound much fun,
But it is something that must be done!

SEABASE DELTA

To get an egg without any Walk the plank and throw
trouble, the ball,

Chew some gum and blow =a That will drive you up the
bubble! wall!

SEAS OF BLOOD

Talk to the sprites and do what they say
Then give them the skull,take the cutlass away!

VERY BIG CAVE ADVENTURE

1f you find that you're too tall, take a drink to make you small!gpaBeri RS TE TR ARR SE Raa RR Reb ee



oP HELPFUL HINTS pe Bt

BORROWED TIME by NEIL SHIPMAN played on BEC

To stop Rocco bursting in on you and Charlie LeBock before you can
get the piece of paper, simply lock the door.

1CAN SUDS (PART THREE) by NIEL SHIPMAN played on BBC

To get the chef to give you the pie, you must give him the flute.
BREAKERS by THE _GRUE played on Commodore 128

Enter Pod. Press button B twice. In hospital bed, get red blanket,
wait for Gak to bring in body, get out of bed, get passcard from
body, get back into red bed, wait for Gak to put body in coffin, get
out of bed, get body from coffin, put body in red bed and cover body
with red blanket, get into coffin, close coffin, wait until Gaks drop
coffin and leave.

THE CRYSTAL CAVERN by MARGCO PORTEOUS played on Spectrum 48K

To get the Jack 0’Lantern - From the start W, W, W, W, to field of
corn. S, toc tower, IN, GET PIN, EXAM PIN, OUT, N, E, N, N, You now
wee Jack D’Lantern, GET JACK, he flies to the west, W, N, Ww, Sy you
see Jack 0’Lantern and the Angel of Death, WAVE PIN, You catch the
angel on the head of your pin! GET JACK, You can now go S, E, Sy E,
back to the field of corn, E, E, E, to the well worn trail where the
toad is.

SHIPWRECK by ALF BALDWIN played on Spectrum
Tidy your cabin to see what's there. kead the Newspaper to find out
the captain's name. Buy a drink at the bar then tip the barman for a
treat. Buy a map at the shop. Wear the tie to be allowed into the
restaurant, order a2 meal and eat it, the waiter will drop ‘something
to Help you drink the beer. Keep away from the swimming pool, you
will only hurt yourself and be taken to the sick bay, rest and an
asperin will make you feel! better. Tidy the cushions on the sun deck
to find something useful.

BLIZZARD PASSE by WALTER POOLEY played on 128k Spectrum
To cross 3@' fissure, ROLL PILLAR to bridge fissure, a snake wakes,
ignore him for the moment, CROSS FISSURE when you get to the other
side, PUSH PILLAR snake and pillar tall into the fissure.
To get through the window, GET SNOW, before going up, UP to ledge,
PUT SLUSH IN CRACKS slush freezes and breaks the window, GU WINDOW

gets you in.
HAMMER OF GRIMMOLD by MIKE BRAILSFORD plaved on Spectrum

Early version in which you get the boots from a giant and not a
dwarf!

Steady Traveller toc find the corkscrew. Search Uniform to tind a
knife. Look under table in the Inn to tind a crowbar. Once you have
lit the jamp drop tlint as the lamp lasts tcorever and this allows you
to carry one more item. Examine nest to find a diamond. but don’t
hang around! Uniock chain to reiease the dwarf in the cell ana he
will give you an onion.
(E222 ER SR EE ERE EE EE ER EE ERE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EE EEE AE EAE EE SE EEE EE EEE RES RE
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J INXTER
by SHARON LOWNDES played on Commodore 64

You start on & bus, wait for inspector, show ticket, wait three
times, push button, wait until bus stops, out, take keyring, await
your fate, read document, open gate. north. uniock door with iron
key, open door, north, northwest, look under bed, take sock, open
wardrobe, take shoes. take cello case, north, open fridge, take
bottle, examine table, take tin opener, east, (telephone starts to
ring so) south to library, answer telephone, north, examine table,
take tablecloth, unlock door with iron key, open door,
north..ives ven.

AMERICAN SUDS - PART ONE
by NEIL SHIPMAN played on BEC.

N, GIVE TICKET, 8. E, §, GET SETRING, GET PAPERWEIGHT, READ MANUAL,
GET HAMMER, GET TUBE, GET SCISSORS, GET PISTOL, N, W, §S. EXAMINE
COMPUTER, PRESS BUTTON, PENDRAGON, GET TICKET, N, N, GIVE TICKET, S&S,

E, N, GET LOLL!POF, BREAK LOCK, GET BOTTLE, EXAMINE BOTTLE, S, E, E,
THROW PAPERWEIGHT, BOARD JET.........

AMERICAN SUDS - PART TWO
by NEIL SHIPMAN played on BEC.

N, E, E, GET SACK, GET BRUSH, EXAM STRAW, GET GUN, EXAM, STRAW, GET
KEYS, EXAM STRAW, GET STARCH. W, WwW, S, W, SHOOT ROOSTER, S, E, E,
EXAM WALL, REMOVE BRICK, GET HAT, N, E, E, N, FEED DUCK, DROP SACK,
BET BATTERY. N, N, W, W, GET MARTINI, S§, E. PAINT HAT, DROP BRUSH.
WEAR HAT. ...cveeennnn

’
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SMUGGLER'S COVE
by JOAN PANCOTT played on Amstrad

Start - Gully Cave. LOOK, GET TORCH, LIGHT TORCH, E, FLOAT LIFEBELT,
E, GET HAMMER, W, 'W, 5, SEARCH GRAVEL, GET BARREL, N, E, E.

Spike Ledge - HIT BARREL WITH HAMMER, DROP BARREL, WEAR SHOES, THROW
ROPE, UF, GET LADDEK, DOWN, GET LADDER, DROP SHOES, W, WW, S, DROP

LADDER, §&, DOWN, N.

Littie Loch Ness - GET KEY, S. READ MESSAGE. "To them as wants old
Blackies Treasure stand EE in the middle, and look the other way", E,
HIT PADLOCK WITH HAMMER. DROP HAMMER. N, GET SPADE. 5. E, OFEN 5SLaB.

E, MOVE CANDLE, E. OPEN TRAFDOOEK, UF.

OAKEN DOOR. You can "Unlock" the door and go east into the room. but
you can not return west uniess the door has first beern OFENED trom
the outside. Not & problem if you are wearing the ring. leave by the
south door and continue south toc Hook's Exit.
PIRATE. To kill him in the Amstrad version the command is, HIT
pirate.

3B =cssmsmsmsssssscsozisssmssssssassssassassssssosasasassassssmsannaaas



OBJECTS AND THEIR USES
EEYONL ZOKK by THE GRUE played on Commodore 126k

BN FISHCAKE Improves your intelligence
SADDLE Place on Pterogactyl
UMBRELLA "Use to jump ort bridge
HELMET Wear to look into grav sphere
GIANT ONION Fush it to Dornbeast ano cut with dagger

BLIZZARD PASS by WALTER FOOLEY piayed on 128k Spectrum

BRASS KEY - In pocket or black robe. Unlocks door to south of shadowy
corridor.

POLISH - In smail room. use to polish shield (refiects wizards
spell)

SOAF - In small room. Use against slime. (Slime retreats to pit.)
BLACK ROUBE- In robing room, numerous uses, Wearing it keeps You Warm

in blizzard. lets you pass hooded figure. wetting it (out
ir the snow: lets vou cool the sword, and wet the runners
of the statue so you can move it.

SCROLL - Found in the library, gives clues.
GARLIC - Dig in snow to tind it. keeps vampires at bay.
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Hp I PREC IS ON CORNER FE I
by NIEL SHIPMAN played on BEC

SUDS (PART ONE)
Can't get past yourrelations on the roac to the station! in later
versions POUR CEMENT will do the trick but in early reiease COples
you must CEMENT RELATIONS.

HEX

Dor't know what to do with the clod ot earth? WASH IT.

ENCHANTER
Can't find anything in the rat hole: REACH into it.
HH REA RE ARERR NB HAN RAR RR RHR AER RHR HAAR ARRAN RA AFR FHA RR ER RRR RRA RASA 2 2

HB ADVENTURES FOR SEFECTERLNM HM
Tape | - The Challenge & Davy Jones Locker

Tape 2 - Witch Hunt & The Cup Qe8 Tape > - The Hammer Or Grimmold & Mutant

Tape 4 - kealm Ut Darkenss & Matchmaker

Tape © - The Jade Necklace & Liteboat
Tape & - Tne Enchanted Cottages & Jack ano the

Ezch tape coste just £2.50 including postage Checues/FIstai Urosrs
snoulc pe sent to

J.A.Lockesby. a4 nmvde Flace. Avlesrnam. Canterturs, kert, $T3 5AL



PB SERIAL ISED SOLUTIONS »
LURKING HORROR - INFOCOM by Mandy

PART TWO

CLIMB INTO FORKLIFT, DRIVE FORKLIFT, EAST, EAST, EAST, TURN ON
FLASHLIGHT, KEEP DRIVING EAST AND CLEARING THE WAY WITH THE
FORKLIFT UNTIL YOU HAVE CLEARED A PASSAGE THROUGH TO THE EAST, GET

OFF FORKLIFT, EAST, OPEN MANHOLE WITH CROWBAR, DOWN, NORTH, DOWN

(to altar), GET KNIFE, UP, SOUTH, SOUTH, NOW TRY TO OPEN THE
MANHOLE IN THE CEILING OF THE CINDERBLOCK TUNNEL. (You won't be
able to do this but you will be allowed a glimpse inside and this
is important because you are told that you can see into a
laboratory but that something is on top of the manhole cover
preventing you from opening it.
NORTH, UP, WEST, WEST, UP (temporary lab), TAKE FLASK, DOWN, WEST,
WEST, WEST, UP, SOUTH, EAST, EAST, EAST, EAST, SOUTH (to door of
lab in chemistry building), KNOCK ON DOOR, KNOCK ON DOOR, WAIT
(until the professor opens {it and ushers you inside), EXAMINE
EVERYTHING ON THE NOTICE BOARD, SHOW SUICIDE NOTE (PAPER) TO
PROFESSOR (he should now invite you to go south), SOUTH (now wait
until the professor puts you in the pentagram and make sure you
wait until he is safely inside the other pentagram before making
your next move, timing is crucial here!), CUT CHALK LINE WITH
KNIFE, GET OUT OF PENTAGRAM, (ignore what is happening around you),
PUSH WORKBENCH, OPEN TRAPDOOR, DOWN (wait until you hear a scream
and a flash from above), UP, PUT HAND IN VAT, PUT HAND IN VAT
tuntil it comes alive and climbs up onto your shoulder), TAKE RING,
WEAR RING.

NORTH, NORTH, NORTH (back to infinite corridor), KEEP GOING WEST
UNTIL YOU FIND THE URCHIN, SHOW HAND TO URCHIN, (he should be
terrified and drop what he has under his parker and scram!), TAKE
BOLT CUTTERS, Go to the Aero Lobby and DOWN, DOWN (to sub basement,
here you may have to drop some of your larger items to enable you
to proceed), NORTHWEST, UNLOCK PADLOCK WITH MASTER KEY,=TAKE
PADLOCK, (1 suggest you save now before going down because timing
is crucial here also!), DOWN, EAST, OPEN VALVE WITH CROWBAR (you
may have to do this more than once to losen it but {t is essential
that you wait until the rats are upon you before you open the valve
fully!), OPEN VALVE WITH CROWBAR (ignore the dead rat), EAST, EAST,
REMOVE OR TAKE BROKEN BRICK (you should be able to see a metal rod
in the wall and a room behind it, this is the bottom of theliftshaft!).
WEST, WEST, WEST, UP, SOUTHEAST, TAKE ALL, UP, EAST, EAST, PRESS
BUTTON (to open elevator), SOUTH, FRESS BUTTON ONE (to send the
elevator up to the first floor), OPEN DOOR, NORTH. WAIT (until the
elevator moves upwards and stops), OPEN DOORS, WEDGE DOORS WITH
CROWBAR or AXE, JUMP DOWN, TAKE CHAIN, REMOVE BRICK, TIE CHAIN TO
ROD, LOCK CHAIN WITH PADLOCK, UP, TAKE CROWBAR or AXE, twhen thelift is back in the basement repeat the procedure of entering thelift and pressing the button to send the elevator to the third
ttoor and, before it moves otf, open the doors and go north into
the basement. You should soon hear a loud crash as the 14 fv,
pulling the chain, demolishes the wall! below you allowing access
into the steam tunnel with ALL the objects you wish!) OPEN DOOES,
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WEDGE DOORS WITH CROWBAKR, JUME DOWN, TAKE WBAK NORTH (tnrough
the hole into the tunnel), WEST, WEST. WEST. WEST. WEST. WEST. LUOWN

‘to large chamber witn siots in the walisy, WAIT cunti urchins
appears, CUT WIRE WITH BOLT CUTTERS. DOWN tyou ars now in the mud
maze and vou will find that the mummiried nand now taps you on tne
snouider To show you ths correct way Lo 20). NIZRTH. DOWN, SOUTH.
SOUTH. DOWN (to the south of you is a curtain ot acid! JPEN
FLASK. THROW COLD LIQUID AT JURTAIN, LsugZest vou save position
here as the next part nesds perfect timing Lo compiete! s.

OFEN DOOR, S0JTH. REACH IN FOCL. PULL LINE, CHOP LINE WITH AXE.
AGAIN (until it is cut and grab tne other end before it slips into
the water!s, PULL LINE. OFEN METAL COVER, UNFLUG COAX CABLE, PLUG
LINE IN SOCKET (You only have one chance to kill the Lurking Horror
now, make sure that you wait until the stone, taken from the PC, is
hot!y, THROW STONE AT CREATURE, EXAMINE STONE.

ADVENTURE COMPLETED

SOLUTION TO BLACK FOUNTAIN
BY EMMA HEGGIE - FLAYED ON AMSTRAD

PART ONE

My name is Shardor, and at the beginning of this story I was a
humble servant in the Court of Aguno, the Hign Chancellor of
Espadis. Atter hearing that a mad scientist, Abhalos, in the nortn
of the kingdom, had invented az strange black liquid which he was
using to contaminate the river ist, Aguno decided to send my three
incompetent older brothers, Charmos, Tigros and Fulisto to
investigate. Knowing my brothers this was probably a bad mistake,
and anyway, why should they have all the fun? Fed up with being
generally overlooked and ignored, | decided to go to Aguno and ask
for permission to follow my brothers on their quest.
I stood in the throne room nervously, waiting for a chance to
speak, when a messenger came to say that no word had been received
trom my brothers. I begged Aguno to let me tollow them, and to my

delight he agreed, giving me a scroll which gave me a court
official's status. I talked to the messenger, who seemed to be of
the epinion that | had no chance of succeeding where my brothers
had failed, and then set oft to search the palace ror useful items
for my journey. In the armoury | found an old blunt axe, which i

thought | might as well take along with me. I then went across the
hall to the Music Room where | found a lyre. I couldn't resist
having a go on it, but to my horror one of the strings broke!
Hurridly pocketing the broken string | left before anyone saw me.
SW from the main hall was a room with an old desk in it. Since
there didn't seem to be anyone around | opened the desk and found a
parchment inside. This turned out to be a voucher far help and
agvice for the young adventurer - given tree by the Mystic Ashna,
The Glade, Forest of Tranquility - only one voucher per customer.
Since | needed all the aavice | could get | pocketed the voucher
and went on into the dining room. Everyone was too busy stufring
themselves to notice me going into my room to the east.
the chest where my meagre belongings were stored | took my trusty
tinderbox and an empty flask trom the night betore. 1 weENt back
into the dining hall and south into the kitchens to try to grab
some provisions while the chef wasn't looking. Untortunateiy he
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was, and | had tc do the wasning up TO SLOP him Moaning about now
lazy the vouth ot today was. He was so gratetul (i!) that he gave
me a dead bird. Thanks chert. I kept 1% just in <¢az2 and went into
the pantry to the east. | ate the biscuits | round trere, which
gave me indigestion, and took a bunch or nerbs tna: nappened to pe
iving around. Then | went west twice into the gardens and picked a
buncn of filowers for my girlrriend, isnarina.
Since there didn’t seem to be anything eise around worth taking |

1

a
daecided that | might as well ger going. went back to the hall,
and north to the gatekeeper, Garros. 1 asked nim to open the
gatas, wnicn he did after a lot of moaning. Going into the town
square, | realised that | did not have any money to buy anything
trom the workshops and stores around the place, 50 I went east
twice to the busy street where lsharina lived. Going south into
her cottage | have her a kiss and presented her with the flowers I

had picked from the castle. She was delighted and ient me some
money as she knew | was always hard up.

Going west from the busy street | went into Boris's workshop. I

gave him the broken lyre string and he made a bow for me from some
strips of wood in the corner. After taking some money in payment
he went to the pub for lunch. Going back to the town square | went
north into the town hall to do some research. I was stopped by
some guy in uniform, but | showed him the scroll which Aguno = had
given me, so he had to let me in. In the town hall I tound a
document telling of the extra strong metal mined in the Hesp hillsto the north of the city until a young miner had been killed in =aarockfall. I also found a manual telling how toc make a torch from
thread, material and twigs which [| picked up just in case. Going
back to the square | went northwest into Grindos’s workshop. 1

gave him my axe, and he sharpened it tor me, taking some of my
money and then going to lunch. Going northeast from the square i

found myself in a small shop. It seemed to have very little of
interest four sale except for some thread. 1 remembered that 1

needed it to make a torch, so | bought a spool from the assistant.
Returning to the square | went southwest into the brewery. I gavethe herbs to Brusto who brewed me a potion called Chati, which he
poured into the flask | was carrying. He took some money from my
dwindling supply and went off to the pub. Back in the square 1

realised that my bow was of very little use to me without some
arrows. Going southeast | entered Aristos’ workshop. I could see
some flints and shafts on a bench, but he told me that he could not
make any arrows because he had run out of supplies. Suddenly 1

remembered the dead bird that the chef had given me! Quickly I

piucked it and have him the feathers. He made me some arrows,helped himself to some more of my cash and went to join his fellow
crattsmen in the pub.

Since there didn't seem to be much else that | could do in the
town, | decided to try and find this Ashna in the Forest of
Tranquility which | knew was to the south of the town. Heading
south from the square | soon found myself on a stoney road running
through the forest. I turned east into the forest and soon arrived
in a glade. To the east | could see a small hut.
TO BE CONTINUED...... SAE EE EEE Bema



STARCROSS - INFOCOM
by Jennifer L. Wheeler

FART TWO

The iuck of the Irish must Have been on my side because | hadn't put on
my spacesuit, | could have been blown intc outer space! But luckilythere were a series or connecting bubbles leading art te a sphericalship where a giant spider spoke to me! The long and short of it wasthat he wanted my tape library. I wasn't about to become & tasty snack
so | readily gave him what he wantea and in return was given & yellowrod which | took and hurried forward back to the blue corridor.
The ship was eerily silent, where or what! were the crew of thisvessel: Not knowing where to go next | suddenly spied a shaft leading
up, so up | went. The most astounding sight met mv eyes. | was in themiddle of a vast grassy plain. Spying creatures in the grass nearby i

hurried south and found a strange metal hatch in the ground.Underneath it | found a repair room. After carefully considering the
meaning of the symbols on the machinery | was thanktu! that I'd paidattention tc my physice and chemistry classes at the Academy . The
significance or the crystal rods was now becoming apparant! Fromptiy 1

inserted the yeliow roc into the yellow slot, then the red rod into thesecond red slot, success! | had activated the lights and oxygen. After
taking the meta! square which | found lying here, | found my way back
to the blue hall and started wandering again in search of 7!!!

I went north three times then west through the yellow hall and inte a
room on ring one then south into the computer room. The computerwasn’t working so after discovering a metallic card was missing from
inside the access panel | inserted my metal square inte the slot,closed the panel anc turned on the switch. Mavbe now, at last, the
mystery of this barren ship would be revealed. Well almost!
A dazzling display of status lights was revealed, the ship was
obviously in a bad state of repair. However there was nothing | could
dc just standing looking so | took the gold rod that had come trom the
computer and continued my search. After going north then east then
south twice | was at the entrance to the yellow docking area when
suddenly a creature appeared! It seemed to be a mechanical mouse!
However, it soon went again when | ignored it. I knew from the statuslights in the computer room that the Yellow dock wasn’t functioningnormally so once | was down in the Yellow airlock 1 donned my spacesuit once again and took the curious empty metal basket | found there.
| decided the basket would be a sare place to store my rods so | putthem in.
Being more cauticus now. | tied the safety line tc my space suit betore
opening the outer door and going outsice where | attached the safetyfine tc the hook. Away to pert there was an alien's ccrpse and
clutched 1v ite hand was & pink roc which was scon sale within the
basket that | had lert in the Yellow airlock. Arter clesing the outer
decor and taking of: space sult | was soon ready TO continue mv
exploration.
| meanderec ea ant tner sowlr anc ftounc & meited ares ot corridor
where & halChwsy had LEer. DiaStea Open. I wernt through and tcuna the
weapons decy - burt it hac all been gest roved apart Trom cone ierge
IaVEUN Whi I toon. At lastly, mevDe | nec the means to OeTenu mvsels
rrom hostile zilens | reit sure |i wcuid scorn encounter!
Tc be continues Lo... me 43



oe MANDY * S HOTLINE PEIf you have any queries about Probe. Subscriptions or would just like
to chat. then give me a ring on 0482 77305. 1 will be available at all
reasonable hours and will be happy to help any stuck adventurer if i

possibly can. .

:
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a TELEPHONE HELPL INES Fobat SPECTRUM (etl

Alf Baldwin - Tel: 0452 500512 Mon to Sat 10am to Spm
Mike Wade - Tel: DBaz 763793 Mon to Fri 6pm to 7pm
Jack Higham - Tel: 0925 B19631 Fri to Mon 7pm to 10pm
Walter Pooley - Tel: DE1 833134Z Any reasonabie time.
Loreen Bardon ~ Tel: 085 382509 Sun to Sat 3pm to 10.30pm
Mike Brailtord - Tel: 0539Z 757786 Sun to Sat 1Qam to 1Qpm

MORE THAN ONE MACHINE
Allan Phillips - Tel: 01 48Z 6209 Mon to Fri 8pm to 10pm
Saturdays and Sundays 4pm to 6pm and Bpm to 10pm. (Please don't phone
at any other times.)
Graham Wheeler - Tel: 0225 26919 Sun to Sat 10am to 12pm

AMSTRAD
Doug Young - Tel: 01 6815068 Mon to Fri Evenings

Weekendssanytime.
Joan Pancott - Tel: 0305 784155 Sun to Sat Noon to 10pm
Isla Donaldson - Tel: D041 954060z Sun to Sat Noon to 1Zpm

BBC
Barbara
Bassingthwaighte - Tel: 0835 26174 Sun to Sat 10am to 10pm

COMMODORE
Reg Lilly - Tel: 0382 215521 Thu to Tue 6pm to 1Zpm

tt! THE ULTIMATE INFOCOM HELPLINE 1!!!

If you need help with an Infocom adventure then who better to help
you than A GRUE! Ring The Grue on 069% 73141 between 7.30 to 9pm MON

to FRI. Please remember that The Grue will give help on INFOCOM ONLY!

FLEASE ONLY RING AT THE TIMES SHOWN
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*x3% SOOTHSAYER #xx

SOOTHSAYER is a monthly magazine tor adventurers
and is packed full of solutions, maps and up to
date news on the latest adventure releases. A must
for every adventurer!
SOOTHSAYER and ADVENTURE FROEBE are sister
magazines and tne content of each is difterent
each month - they are mace to compiiment each
other - don't miss out!
Send £1 tor a sample copy to:-

44.4 Kk. Barnsley. 22 Merrivale Road, Risingbrook.
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wre AY ST/ #x# KINGS AND QUEENS OF THE CASTLE ##x
ROGERK DOWDALL., 14 Dawiey Green. Sth Ockendon, Essex, RM1S5 SLW

Supergran, Zaracon Mystery, Kobyashi Naru, Ruby Runabout, Mountains
of ket, Temple Of Vran, The Final Mission, Eddie Smith, Heroes Of
Karn, Never Ending Story, Valkyrie 17, Necris Dome. The Knight'sQuest, Custerds Quest, Colditz. Espionage Island. El-Dorado. kobin Of
Sherwood. Manor Of Doom,” Rigels kevenge, Castle Blackstar, Shard Of
Iinovar, Greedy Gulch, Warlecrd, Fharoahs Tomb, Loads or Midnight,
Imagination and Life-Term.

JOAN PANCOTT. 78 KRadipole Lane. Weymouth, Dorset, DT4 BRS.

Adventure Quest, Aftershock, Apache Gold, Arnold Goes Somewhere Else,
Boggit, Bored Of The Rings, Erawn Free, Case 0f The Mixed-Up Shymer
Castle Blackstar, Castle Of Skull Lord. Ciassic Adventure, Colossal
Adventure. Colour Of Magic, Crystal Theft, Dodgy Geezers, Dracula.
Dungeon Adventure, Dungeons A A ‘ot Everythin’, Emerald Isle,
Enchanter, Erik The Viking, Escape from Khoshima, Espionage Island,
Fantasia Diamond, Forest At Worlds End. Gnome Kanger. Heavy On The
Magick, Heroes Of karn., Hitchhiker's Guide To The Galaxy. Hobbit,
Imagination, Ince Curse, Jewels of Babylon, Kentilla. Kobyashi Naru,
Lords 0f Time, Message from Andromeda. Mindshadow, Mordon's Quest,
Necris Dome, Never Ending Story, Planet of Death. Frice of Magik,
Project Volcano, Qor, Questprobe Frls ked Moon, Keturn to Eden,
Robocide. Seabase Delta, Seas Of Blood, Smuggler’s Cove, Snowball,
Souls Of Darkon, Spellbreaker, Spytrek, Star Wreck. Subsunk, Sydney
Atfair, Terrormolinos, The Fawn, The Trial 0f Arnold Blackwood. The
Vera Cruz Affair, Very Big Cave Adventure. Warlord, Wise and Fool ot
Blackwood, Worm in Paradise and Zork I.

MIKE BRAILSFORL, 19 Napier Flace,South Farks.Glenrothes,Fife,KY& 1DX.

Rigels Revenge, Mafia Contract Il, Excalibur and Gnome Kkanger pt 1.

BARBARA BASSINGTHWAIGHTE,7¢ Coronation Ave,Yeovil,Somerset,BAZ!1 3DZ

Arrow Of Death ll, Castle Of Riddles, Feasability Experiment, Final
Mission, Gateway Tec Karos., Ghost Town, Kingdom of Hamil, Mountains Of
ket, Philosophers Quest, Questprobe 111, Temple Of Vran, The Temple
Terror and Wizard of Akyrz.
MARE WALKER, 34 Manver's Ct. Manvers St, Sneinton, Nottingham,NGZ 4PF

Knights Quest, Pharoahs Tomb, ZZZZ. Spy Trek. Magic Mountzin, Hobbit,
Eurekz 1. 2 and «4, Earthbound. Classic Adventure, Eric The Viking,
Seeker Of Gold, Secret 0f Hodcome, Urban Upstart, Seabase Delta,
Ferseus & Andromeda, Prespector, Valkyrie 17, Mafia Contract | & JikKentilla, Invincible lsland, Flanet of Death, Alter Earth, Temple
Terror. keturn Tc lthica. El Dorado, Matt Lucas. Hexagonal Museum,
Tangled Tale. kobin Of Sherlock. Open Door, Shipwreck. Green Door,
Zarzcon Mystery, White Decor. Eddie Smith's Heac. Golden Apple, Red
Loor, Subsunk. Shrewsbury kev, Excalibur, Jewels Of Babylon, hed
Lion, Castle Eerie, Marie Celeste. Yellow Door. Ten Little Indians
and Circus.
WIC RUMSEY. 1€7 Ezstbourne Kkcoad. Lower Willingdon. Sussex. BHNZw 9Ni

Flanettali§ Ti. Guild Or Thieves, The Fawr, Lus karig
Horror. Jewe s Ut Darkness, Moonmist and Stationtal i.
BARBARA GIBE, S. Burford koad. Liverpcol., L1& 6AQ

Suds. Eve Ut! Zcitan. Ferryman Awaits, Magnetic Moon ana
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SOLUTIONS
The following solutions or hint sheets are available from Probe at ZIZ5p

per solution (this is to cover the costs). (H) indicates hnint sheet
oniy.

LIQUE. AN EVERYDAY TALE OF A SEEKER OF GGLD. ALTAIR FOUR. AZTEC
FART 1. ARROW OF DEATH PARTS 1 AND Z.ARNCLD GUE3 SOMEWHERE ELSE.
i AMAZON. APACHE GOLD. ALLEN. AFTERSHOCK. ADVENTURELAND.

ENTURE QUEST. ADVENTURE 120. BUREAUCRACY. BULBO AND THE LIZARD KING.
BOOK OF THE DEAL. BEATLE QUEST. BALLYHOO. THE BOGGIT. THE BEER HUNTER.
THE BIG SLEAZE. BLADE OF BLACKFOOLE. BORROWED TIME. BUCKAROD BANZAIL.
BRAWN FREE. BLACK FOUNTAIN. BARNEY BROWN AND THE CHICAGO COWNECTION.
THE BLACK KNIGHT. BUGSEY PARTS 1 & 2. CROWN OF RAMHOTEP. COLOS3AL CAVE
ADVENTURE (H,. THE CHALLENGE. CASTLE ©OF RIDDLES. CLASSIC ADVENTURE.

CRYSTALS OF CARUS. THE CUP. THE CURSE. CUSTERDS QUEST. THE CRYSTAL
FROG. CRACKS OF FIRE. COLOUR ar MAGIC. THE COUNT. CASTLE
COLDITZ.COLDITZ. CLOUD 98. CASTLE BLACKSTAR. CUTTHROATS. THE CASE OF
THE MIXED-UP SHYMER. CASTLE THADE. CASTLE ADVENTURE. THE CALLING.

- CRIMSON CROWN. CIRCUS. THE CANASTO REBELLION. CASTLE OF THE SKULL LORD.
CRYSTAL OF CHANTIE. DESERT ISLAND. DRAGONSCRYPT. DR JEKYLL & MR HYDE.
DODGY GEEZERS. DRAGUN’S TOOTH. DEMON FROM THE DARKSIDE. DIAMOND TRAIL.
DANGER MOUSE IN THE BLACK FOREST CHATEAU PART 1. DENIS THROUGH THE
DRINKING GLASS. DRAGON OF NOTACARE. DUNGEONS, AMETHYSTS, ALCHEMISTS 'N*
EVERYTHIN'. DRACULA. DEADLINE. DUNGEON ADVENTURE. DRAGON SLAYER. THE
DALLAS QUEST. ESCAPE. ESCAPE FROM KHOSHIMA. ENERGEM ENIGMA. ESPIONAGE
ISLAND. EXCALIBUR. EYE OF BAIN. EUREKA (5). THE ENCHANTED COTTAGE.
EMPIRE OF KARN. ERIK THE VIKING. ENCHANTER. ESCAPE FROM DEVIL'S ISLAND.
FOOTBALL FRENZY. FULDO & SLAM. FANTASIA DIAMOND. THE FOURTH
SARCOPHAGUS. FOUR MINUTES TO MIDNIGHT. FINAL MISSION. THE FOREST. "AT

WORLDS END. FISTFULL OF BLOOD CAPSULES PT1. GNOME RANGER. THE GUILD OF
THIEVES. GREMLINS. GOLDEN BATON. GROUND ZERO. GULDEN VOYAGE. THE GOLDEN
MASk. GOLDEN APPLE. HOLLYWOOD HI-JINKS. THE HULK. HAMMER OF GRIMMOLD.
HEAVY ON THE MAGIK. HITCHHIKERS GUIDE TO THE GALAXY. HAUNTED HOUSE. THE
HOBBIT. THE HOBBIT DELUX (DISK VERSION. HE-MAN AND THE MASTERS OF THE
UNIVERSE. HUNCHBACK. HOUSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES. HOSPITAL ADVENTURE. THE
HELM. H.R.H. HEXAGONAL MUSEUM. INSPECTOR FLUKEIT. INFIDEL. IMAGINATION.
INVINCIBLE ISLAND. THE INFERNO. INCA CURSE. ICE STATATION ZERO. JOLLY
DUPLICATOR. JEWELS OF BABYLON. JACK AND THE BEANSTALK. JACK THE RIPPER.
KENTILLA. KARYS31A, THE KNIGHTS QUEST. LIFETERM. THE LURKING HORROR.
LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS. LORD OF THE RINGS. THE LORDS OF TIME(H).
THE LOST CRYSTAL. THE LOST CITY. LORDS OF MIDNIGHT. LOADS OF MIDNIGHT.
LEGECY. MATT LUCAS. MERHOWNIE®S LIGHT. MOLESWORTH. M™MYOREM. MONSTER.
MORDON®S QUEST. MACBETH 1. THE MURAL. MYSTERY FUNHOUSE. MOUNTAINS OF
KET. MONROE MANOK. MIAMI MICE. MESSAGE FROM ANDROMEDA. MARIE CELESTE.
MAGIC MOUNTAIN. MAFIA CONTRACT 11. MORON. MOONMIST. NOVA. NEVERENDING
STORY. ONE DARK NIGHT. THE ODYSSEY OF HOPE. PIRATE ADVENTURE. THE
PAY-OFF. THE PHILOSOPHERS STONE. PLAY IT, AGAIN 3AM. PROSPECTOR.
PLUNDERED HEARTS. THE PAWN. PLANETFALL. PILGRIM. PERSEUS & ANDROMEDA.
FRINCE OF TYNDAL. THE QUEST(H,. QUESTPROBE lll. QUEST FOR THE GOLDEN
EGGCUP. RIGEL'S REVENGE. THE RISING OF SALANDRA. REBEL PLANET. THE
RUNESTONE OF ZENDOS. RETURN OF THE JOYSTICK. RETURN TC EDEN. ROBO CITY.
ROGUE COMET. THE SHARD OF INOVAR. THE SNOW QUEEN. SEASTALKER.
STARCROSS. STATIONFALL. THE SECRET OF LIFE. SORCERER OF CLAYMORGUE
CASTLE. SOULS OF DARKON. THE SERF’S TALE. SPELLBREAKER. SHERLOCK.
SECRET OF ST BRIDES. SAVAGE [3LAND PARTS 1 & 2. SNOWBALL. SPYTREK. STAR
WRECK. SCROLL OF AKBAR KHAN. SPIDERMAN. SEARCH FOR TERRESTRIAL
INTELLIGENCE. SHADOWS OF MORDOR. S.M.A.S.H.E.D. SHARPES DEEDS. SERFENT

FROM HELL. TREASURE. TERRORMOLINOS. TOP SECRET. TEMPLE TERROR. TEN
LITTLE INDIANS. TWIN KINGDOM VALLEY. TOWER OF DESPAIR. TRINITY. TWICE
SHY. ULYSSES AND THE GOLDEN FLEECE. URBAN UPSTART. VALKYRIE 17. VERA
CRUZ. VOODOO CASTLE, WIZARD'S CHALLENGE. W1SHBRINGER. WINTER
WONDERLAND. WYCHWOOD. WOLFMAN. WITNESS. XANADU. ZORK t. ZORK II. ZORK
111. ZODIAC (INCENTIVE 30FTWARE). ZODIAC (TANSOFT,. ZZZZ.ElHRSRR ETRE SR Sani tr in weIe we =
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